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ABSTRACT
SARAH PARKER MORRJS: Southern Baptists and Charismatics on Spiritual
Warfare: the Ecumenical Implications
(Under the direction of Dr. Sarah Moses)

This thesis explores the topic of spiritual warfare and compares the views of
Southern Baptist and Charismatic Christians. For this thesis, the definition of spiritual
warfare I am using is a cosmic and metaphysical struggle between God and His
adversaries. What similarities and differences are present on this topic have
implications for the ecumenical movement. These two denominations have been
chosen for study due to their different historical backgrounds. VvTiile the Southern
Baptist Convention emerged in the Civil War South in White churches, the
Charismatic/Pentecostal movement emerged amongst and was led by African
Americans. The methodologies I implemented for my research include research in
textual material gathered from seminaries and minister interviews. I have interviewed
seven ministers to gain a ministerial perspective on the topic. Through my research,
this thesis demonstrates that both denominations view spiritual warfare through
similar theological lenses. Two historically diverse denominations hold several
common theological traits such as divine incarnation, the Doctrine of the Trinity,
salvation, and divine pro\ idence. My findings have led to the conclusion that while
differences were present between these two denominations, other shared beliefs unite
them as Christians. By extension, though there are a diverse Christian traditions, there

are underlying theological traits among these traditions so they can all be classified as
44

Christian.
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INTRODUCTION
The diversity of religious traditions is apparent throughout the world.
Monotheistic traditions such as Islam and Pol>theistic traditions such as Tantric
Hinduism are two examples of how distinctive religions can be. However, the broad
variety of religious traditions is not limited to the contrast between world religions.
There are further differences among specific yet related religious groups, and this
diversity is readily apparent within Christianity. Christianity is commonly divided
into groups called denominations. The Dictionary of Christianity in America defines
denominations as “an association or fellowship of congregations within a religion that
have the same beliefs or creed, engage in similar practices, and cooperate with each
other to develop and maintain shared enterprises’* (Reid et al. 350). Specifically, this
thesis will examine two very different denominations within Christianity: Southern
Baptists and Charismatics.
My goal in comparing Southern Baptists and Charismatics is not only to
showcase each denomination's particular stance on the topic of spiritual warfare, but
also to explore the similarities between the two groups. For this thesis, the definition
of spiritual warfare I am using is a cosmic and metaphysical struggle between God
and His adversaries.' The focus of this thesis is ecumenical, since both denominations
are within Christianity. 1 will examine if the common thread of the Christian religion
influences the similarities and if the denominational ties explain differences in
Spiritual warfare in this thesis is not a foiTn of a Hol> War such as the Crusades or Jihad.

perspective. I will prove that their common beliefs overshadow any differences in
their views on spiritual warfare. Both groups adhere to the same religious canon and
share a core Christian theology. I propose that understanding the differences as well
as the similarities between these two denominations allows people to understand what
is core to Christianity. I will show that any differences will be from other
denominational variables which are more specific than general theological points of
interest.
The reason I have chosen these two particular denominations is that they do
not share a great deal in practice or ritual. These two denominations typically do not
cooperate well, and members often will not associate with one another due to
stereotypes or other prejudices. Also, these two groups do not share a similar history
apart from the overarching history of Christianity. For the sake of this thesis. I will
include Pentecostals in the Charismatic group. It is possible to talk about both of
these groups as "Charismatic” due to their similar stance in various theological
matters.
To substantiate my arguments, I have implemented two research strategies.
The first was to draw on textual sources available on the topic. By researching
seminary course listings and other databases, I have compiled an extensive list of
textual sources considered authoritative within each denomination. The second
strategy involved interviews with local pastors and ministry personnel from each
denomination. For the ministerial perspective, 1 have interviewed a total of seven
ministers: four Southern Baptist ministers and three Charismatic ministers.“ All these

'
The reason I onh interviewed three Charismatic ministers is due to time constraints after one of m\
interviewees became extremelv ill.
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ministers are from Mississippi except for one who is from Alabama/ With these two
strategies, I will gamer a broad overview of the topic both from textual theological
sources as well as pragmatic ministerial perspectives.
Briefly outlining the history of these denominations will be helpful. I will
begin with the Southern Baptists. The Southern Baptist Convention's website
explains that “since its organization in 1845 in Augusta, Georgia, the Southern
Baptist Convention has grown to over 16 million members”(“About the Southern
Baptist Convention”). Although the Southern Baptist Convention has its majority of
members in the southern United States, the Convention “has been expanding in all
regions of the country”(Mead & Hill, Southern Baptist Convention). Dr. Ron Rhodes,
president of Reasoning from Scripture Ministries, explains that the Southern Baptist
Convention accounts for “about half of all the Baptists in the United States”(68). As
the date of founding might suggest, the Convention's origins are tied in with the Civil
War and racism. The issue which caused the formation ofthe Convention was
“whether or not slaveholders could be accepted as foreign missionaries”(Mead &
Hill, Southern Baptist Convention). It was not until June 20, 1995, that the Southern
Baptist Convention “adopted a resolution to renounce its racist origins and to
apologize for its' founders' defense of slavery”(Mead & Hill, Southern Baptist
Convention). Statistics from 2000 show that “nearly two thousand Southern Baptist
congregations were predominantly African American'*(Mead & Hill. Southern
Baptist Convention). Today the “churches in the Southern Baptist Convention are
bound by no creed.'* but they do shai*e a statement of faith called “the Baptist Faith

Included in an appendix are the questions I asked each minister.
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and Message''(Rhodes 69;‘The Baptist Faith & Message"). Examples of what the
Baptist Faith and Message champion as Southern Baptists' faith include the divine
inspiration of scripture, the Trinity, Jesus being the divine incarnate, free will and
choice, and baptism by immersion as a public symbol of faith (Rhodes 69-70). The
full theology of the Convention which unites Southern Baptist churches can be found
on the convention's website. While the Southern Baptist Convention has a racist past.
Southern Baptists have developed a conservative, evangelical theology, and today it
is the largest Protestant denomination in America.
While Pentecostals are not specifically compared in this thesis, I feel that
briefly explaining their history will be helpful because of the connection to
Charismatics. The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church explains that modem
Pentecostals are ‘‘characterized by belief in the possibility of receiving the same
experience and spiritual ‘gifts' as did the first Christians ‘on the day of Pentecost"'
(Cross & Livingstone 1262). Typically, Pentecostals also “emphasize the corporate
element in worship, and most of them claim the ‘power’ to exercise the [spiritual
gifts] is given initially in an experience known as ‘baptism in the Holy Spirit,' usually
regarded as distinct from conversion and from sacramental baptism’'(Cross &
Livingstone 1262). The origins of Pentecostalism have their basis in early spiritual
movements which have been active since the beginning of Christianity. However.
William K. Kay, professor of theology at Glyndwr University, points out that the road
for contemporary Pentecostalism was paved during the 18"’ and 19“’ centuries with
●'Methodism's enormous success’’ (Kay 16). In early 20* century America,
"experiences of’Spirit baptism were reported among various denominational

revivalists, or Holiness groups in America; those occurring in Los Angeles in 1906
attracted [the most] attention”(Cross & Livingstone 1262). According to the Oxford
Companion to Christian Thought, a major event which helped to spur Pentecostalism
forw'ard was a ‘'three year revival at 312 Azusa Street, Los Angeles”(Hastings et al.
530). This revival was led by African American preacher William J. Seymour
(Hastings et al. 530). From the Azusa Street Revival, the “message of salvation.
holiness, and power was rapidly dispersed around the world by a host of evangelicals
and missionaries, and the mission's newspaper. The Apostolic Faith"(Hastings et al.
530). While Pentecostalism is not a product of the United States, it certainly benefited
from the United States'“technological vitality, religious freedom, and wealth" as the
movement was better able to spread (Kay 34). Pentecostalism has its roots in early
Christian movements and has developed a complex theology which was spurred by
the Azusa Street Revival.
The Charismatic movement has many of its roots in Pentecostalism. The
Charismatic movement has its origins in North America, and like Pentecostalism, “it
is characterized by an emphasis on group worship and the exercise of spiritual gifts"
(Cross & Livingstone 324). Originally the churches of the Charismatic movement
●’had almost nothing to do with the mainstream churches, [were] anti-ecumenical,
[were] distrustful of academic theology, and [were] overwhelmingly churches of the
poor’* (Hastings et al. 107). However in the mid 1900s, the Charismatic movement's
Pentecostal and enthusiastic features became “less evident, and its adherents have
w idely emphasized its orthodoxy (Cross & Livingstone 324). ^^'Tlile the Charismatic
movement might at first seem to spilt churches, it rarely did (Hastings et al. 107). In
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reality, "'Charismatics were more theologically accommodating than Pentecostals,
evangelical rather than fundamentalist, and largely stayed in their churches and
developed ecumenical links. Their network of flourishing congregations sometimes
resembles a denomination within the wider denomination"(107). In 1980, the
Charismatic movement “had become one of the main lay movements and was
recognized as such by the Vatican"(Cross & Livingstone 324). In sum, the
Charismatic movement was one that had roots in Pentecostalism and over time
developed its own theology that appeased mainline churches.
Structurally, this research is divided into two parts, allowing individual focus
on one denomination at a time. Each of the parts has chapters that highlight particular
components of spiritual warfare, which will allow further examination on a particular
aspect of spiritual warfare. Within each chapter, I have further divided into sections
based on textual sources and ministerial interviews. The reason for examining each
theme in such a manner is to gain a better understanding of what the theme means
both in terms of formal theology as well as practical ministry. I chose to use these
types of sources to examine these denominations so that I could understand their
theologies both formally and practically.

10
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PARTI
SOUTHERN BAPTISTS
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CHAPTER 1- WHAT IS SPIRITUAL WARFARE?
SECTION 1
TEXTUAL PERSPECTIVE
To understand what spiritual warfare means for Southern Baptists, it is
important to examine its components and nature from a Southern Baptist perspective.
For Dr. Murphy, associate professor of Bible and missions at San Jose Christian
College and Hillis Senior Fellow at OC International, spiritual warfare can be defined
as a conflict of interests, meaning that God desires that all '‘live a holy life” and the
forces of Hell "resist [humans'] efforts to comply''(Murphy 61). Southern Baptists
therefore see that "the normal Christian life is lived in the context of on-going
spiritual warfare”(Murphy 61). An important aspect I feel needs to be noted is that,
according to a Southern Baptist perspective, spiritual warfare is not limited to people
actively opposing God through Satanic worship or other extreme actions, but it
involves ordinary people in everyday situations. This section will examine what
players are involved, the nature of spiritual warfare, and what sources of aid are
available to Christians from a Southern Baptist perspective.
Defining the opponents of spiritual warfare is important to grasp how
Southern Baptists view spiritual warfare. There are two Kingdoms at war: the
Kingdom of Heaven and the Kingdom of Hell. Dr. Wayne Grudem. professor of Bible
and theology at Phoenix Seminary, states that the Kingdom of Heaven is also
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understood by Southern Baptists to be the Kingdom of God (Grudem 863). In the
Kinsdom of God, God is obviously included. Dr. Charles C. R>Tie, professor of
emeritus at Dallas Theological Seminary, explains that God is the ruler (461). Also
included in this Kingdom are “angels*’ and “all believers” or the Church (Ryrie 462).
Southern Baptists understand the term “Church” in the form most Christians accept.
According to the Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, Church can be defined
as “a local Christian community and the whole Christian community”(Cross &
Livingstone 346).
In contrast, the Kingdom of Hell has very different components. Southern
Baptists view the Kingdom of Hell consisting of “Satan*’ and “his demons”(Murphy
13). While non-Christians do not always consciously act against God. Southern
Baptists believe that non-Christians are acting in sin. which by nature is against the
Kingdom of God (Hastings et al. 666). Both the Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of
Hell are opposed to one another. Southern Baptists view these Kingdoms as the two
sides involved in spiritual warfare. Examining the parties involved in spiritual warfare
helps to understand how Southern Baptists view the topic.
The nature of spiritual warfare for Southern Baptists is tied to sin and
redemption. Southern Baptists believe anything which falls short of God's desire for
man is sin (Hastings et al. 665). Christianity supposes that sin has occupied humanity
since the Fall in the Garden of Eden. This Fall can be understood as original sin. For
Southern Baptists, original sin is “the state of sin in which mankind has been held
captive since the Fall’ (Cross & Livingstone 1202). For Southern Baptists the hope of
redemption frees humanity from the fallen state of the world. Southern Baptists, like
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all Christians, see redemption in the ''saving work of Jesus in delivering humanity
from sin and evil'* (Hastings et al. 598). This salvation gives them the final victory in
the spiritual warfare battle because it does not allow sin to fully hinder the work of
living a holy life. This does not mean that Christians become perfect, but it does mean
they are on the path of sanctification,"a progressive work of God and man that makes
[individuals] more and more free from sin and like Christ in [people's] actual lives"
(Grudem 746). Interrupting this process is the new goal for the forces of Hell.
Southern Baptists believe that this is accomplished through many means, the most
common of which is temptation. Dr. Jerry Rankin, President Emeritus of the
International Mission Board, explains that temptation can come in many forms such
as addictive behaviors, lustful thoughts, and self-gratification (Rankin 12). Therefore
for Southern Baptists, the nature of spiritual warfare is ‘'an on-going conflict waged
on two fronts: God and his angelic Kingdom confront Satan and his demonic
kingdom, while the children of God contend with the children of Satan”(Murphy 13).
The nature of spiritual warfare is a literal struggle, primarily on the spiritual front,
which has been an on-going process since the Garden of Eden.
Southern Baptists see many sources of aid for Christians in spiritual warfare.
A key. tangible support for Christians is the Church. From a Southern Baptist
perspective, the Church is the most important aspect of Christianity after salvation
through Jesus and a relationship with God. Within the Church. Christians build a
community. With other likeminded individuals, a support structure is naturally
present which aids Christians in furthering their faith despite the circumstances.
Southern Baptists believe this is best seen in worship. Dr. Charles E. Lawless.
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professor and senior associate dean of the Billy Graham School of Missions,
Evangelism and Church Growth at The Southern Baptist Theological Seminar}',
explains that “genuine worship changes people'' because it “is about God" and a time
when “God invites [Christians] into His presence”(75). Southern Baptists believe that
this is a powerful time where the mind and soul are renewed. This renewal is key for
overcoming spiritual battles because “it is in [people's] minds that Satan deceives”
(Rankin 247). One important thing to note about worship is that spiritual warfare is
not the immediate focus. Lawless writes: “Effective spiritual warfare might be the by¬
product of worship, but it is not the purpose of worship. [Christian's] worship God
because of who He is, and that very focus on God weakens the Enemy's hold”(78).
There is inherent power when the Church as a body of believers comes together to
worship God. That very power, for Southern Baptists, is evidence of the victory
Christians have in spiritual warfare.
This section has shown that according to Southern Baptists, spiritual warfare
is inevitable in life. It is arguably more prevalent in the Christian's life due to the
Kingdom of Hell resisting humanity’s attempts to live a holy life. Despite its effects
on the individual, Southern Baptists do not believe that spiritual warfare is a solitary
struggle. The Church aids the Christian to prevail in the face of tribulations. The
forces of Hell might seek to weaken the believer through various methods such as
temptation, but Southern Baptists believe that the Kingdom of God helps Christians
to achieve success in spiritual warfare. According to Southern Baptists, by living a
holy life through sanctification, the Christian does not have to fear spiritual warfare.
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CHAPTER 1 - WHAT IS SPIRITUAL WARFARE?
SECTION 2
MINISTERIAL PERSPECTIVE
To gain a fuller understanding of what spiritual warfare is from a Baptist
perspective, I believe that a ministerial perspective is necessary. In my opinion.
ministry experience can give a rule world perspective of theology. The differences or
similarities that arise from examining a ministerial perspective will enlighten one as
to what Christians in particular denominations, in this case Southern Baptists, believe.
This section will explore how the ministerial perspective supports or differs from
textual theological sources and what role experience plays in shaping the overall
perspective on spiritual warfare.
In my interviews with local Mississippi ministers, I arrived at the conclusion
that the ministers do not differ from what the textual sources state to be the core
components and nature of spiritual warfare. One such common point is that each
minister I inter\dewed held to the basic definition of spiritual warfare that the
theological sources provided. The textual material argues that spiritual warfare can be
defined as a conflict of interests, meaning that God desires that all ‘‘live a holy life"
and the forces of Hell “resist [humans*] efforts to comply*(Murphy 61). Southern
Baptists therefore see that “the normal Christian life is lived in the context of ongoing spiritual warfare"(Murphy 61). The ministers adhere to similar definitions. For
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example, Dr. Rob Futral, pastor of Broadmoor Baptist Church in Madison, MS,
considers spiritual warfare to be “the common struggle we all have in living for God
or being influenced by the enemy”(Futral). From Dr. FutraFs definition, it can be
seen that spiritual warfare is not limited to Christians alone, both Christians and nonChristians find themselves in the domain of spiritual warfare. Another example is Dr.
Steve Street, pastor of Trace Ridge Baptist Church in Ridgeland, MS. who
specifically describes spiritual warfare “as a battle between the forces of good and the
forces of evil and how that plays out in life,” involving both “Christians and nonChristians” (Street). From both these ministers it can be seen that the ministerial
perspective views spiritual warfare as an everyday struggle for all Christians.
Another similarity with each minister interviewed is how spiritual warfare is
interpreted among Southern Baptists. From the textual material, there is a sense that
for Southern Baptists, spiritual warfare is not a figurative topic. In other words,
spiritual warfare is a real part of life with ramifications for both Christians and nonChristians. The textual sources state that for Southern Baptists, spiritual warfare is
“an on-going conflict waged on two fronts: God and his angelic Kingdom confront
Satan and his demonic kingdom, while the children of God contend with the children
of Satan”(Murphy 13). The nature of spiritual warfare is a literal struggle, primarily
on the spiritual front, which has been an on going process since the Garden of Eden.
Dr. Street states that there is not a large separation between “the spiritual and the
earthly” (Street). Curt Liles, pastor of The Life Church in Oxford, MS. sees spiritual
warfare as “a real battle” and “the battleground might often be something we cannot
perceive, but it can often times be in our own lives (Liles). Dr. Gene Gillis. retired
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pastor of Pleasant Hill Baptist Church in Tupelo, MS. also holds the view that
spiritual warfare is real and the spiritual can manifest itself. Since these ministers
believe that spiritual warfare is not a metaphorical or figurative struggle, but a
tangible facet of life, the theological sources are supported. Overall, the ministers did
not differ from the core of the theological sources* position in defining spiritual
warfare.
The above similarities were present even though each minister I inter\dewed
approached the topic of spiritual warfare differently due to his experiences. For Dr.
Gillis, spiritual warfare was a topic in which he was well versed, while Dr. Futral and
Dr. Street specifically mentioned their lack of personal experience. During his
interview. Dr. Gillis recounted numerous stories of his involvement in deliverance
ministry in the 1980s. Since much of his “doctoral work was in the area of spiritual
warfare. Dr. Gillis explained that local law enforcement asked for him to teach them
on “Satanic crimes’* (Gillis). From his interview, I believe that since Dr. Gillis has had
a great deal of experience and training on spiritual warfare, the topic is more physical
and tangible to him than the other ministers I interviewed. While Dr. Street did not
have extreme examples of spiritual warfare, his experience in leading troubled
churches does influence his ^lew of spiritual warfare. For instance. Dr. Street
explained that churches can have “demons assigned to them”(Street). He saw that his
church in particular had a “combative spirif’ and believed that a particular demon
■‘targeted [their] church** (Street). 1 believe that Dr. Street*s work within his church
shapes his ^'iew of spiritual warfare to one that more directly affects the internal
workings of the Church. Each minister* s experiences cannot be separated from their
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perspective on spiritual warfare. And yet, although the experiences are unique to the
individual, there is a core belief in the reality of spiritual warfare that they all share.
In conclusion, the interv iews with the Southern Baptist ministers support the
theological sources' descriptions of spiritual warfare. This section has showm the
similarities in theology in spiritual warfare's definition and existence. Unlike textual
sources, each minister has life experiences which impact his view of spiritual warfare.
Despite the variety of experiences with spiritual warfare, each minister still adhered
to a theology similar to the textual sources.
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CHAPTER 2- ANGELS AND DEMONS
SECTION 1
TEXTUAL PERSPECTIVE
Angels and demons are arguably the first characters thought of when nonChristians contemplate spiritual matters. Dr. Kenneth Boa, President of Reflections
Ministries, and Dr. Robert Bowman, Director of Research at the Institute for
Religious Research, argue that the media is largely responsible for this interest.
Angels are typically portrayed in the media as “sensuous beings”(Boa & Bov^inan
46) or as Ryrie argues,'‘warm and fuzzy’' rather than “theologically accurate” which
has "helped generate interest in angelology”(Ryrie 137). The same is true for demons
since several media forms on "the extraterrestrial have created a more favorable
climate” for their acceptance”(Ryrie 179). Despite their media portrayal, the biblical
description and function of angels and demons has significant bearing in spiritual
warfare. This section will explore what angels and demons are, what tools they have,
and how such tools will impact Christians’ lives in spiritual warfare according to a
Southern Baptist perspective.
Southern Baptists believe the way in which angels and demons help or hinder
Christians is specific to their nature. According to Sothem Baptists, angels aid
Christians through the power of God. while demons try to harm Christians through
various means. In the previous chapter, the Kingdoms of God and Hell included
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angels and demons respectively. These two Kingdoms for Southern Baptists are at
w'ar since demons aim to distract from God's glory, promises, and redemption, they
work through lies and deceit. Their '‘game plan is to tempt [Christians] to abandon
[their] trust in God and disobey him’*(Boa & Bo\\Tnan 115). Naturally, since both
angels and demons operate for opposing sides in spiritual warfare, the effects on
Christians and non-Christians are different.
Angels can be defined simply as "created, spiritual beings with moral
judgment and high intelligence, but without physical bodies"(Grudem 397). Scripture
presents angels "as real, objective, existing creatures. In no way are they considered
illusions or figments of the imagination"(Ryrie 138). Angels* primary function is to
"carry out some of God's plans'' while "directly glorify[ing] God**(Grudem 404).
Since this is an angel*s purpose, within the context of spiritual warfare, Southern
Baptists believe angels work to edify the Christian. By revealing God's glor}% the
forces of Hell are weakened. According to Southern Baptists, the very act of
glorifying God deteriorates the demonic forces at work in spiritual w'arfare. This
strengthens the Christian to continue their faith despite what tactics demonic forces
may use.
Unlike angels, demons work to oppose the glory of God. Despite their
different objectives, demons are angels, specifically “fallen’ angels. Southern
Baptists believe they "are evil angels who sinned against God and who now
continually work evil in the world"(Grudem 412). Southern Baptists believe that like
angels, demons are created and real spiritual beings. They "are not forces or concepts
that merely exist in [people's] minds. Demons exist; their reality does not depend on

the existence and ability of human beings to conceive of them"(Ryrie 184). As the
Christian’s opponents in spiritual warfare, Southern Baptists view as demons working
to undermine the believers attempts to live a holy life for God. Similarly, demons
work to keep non-Christians away from God. Demons target Christians to weaken
their faith so what Southern Baptists understand as redemption ^^dll not spread.
Charles Spurgeon, a highly influential British Particular Baptist preacher and often
referred to as the "Prince of Preachers," held that demons will '‘never be content until
... the believer is destroyed. Nothing short of the total destruction of a believer will
ever satisfy" them (107). By preventing the spread of the Kingdom of God, Southern
Baptists believe that demons work to ensure their own survival and agenda in
spiritual warfare.
Southern Baptists believe the effects and actions of angels are primarily active
outside human sight, but there are certain occasions when the spiritual beings interact
physically with the world. In scripture, angels are reported to have appeared
physically at certain times throughout history. Typically, these appearances are to
send messages. According to the Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, the word
“angel” comes from the ancient Greek word “angelos” which literally translates to
“messenger”(Cross & Livingstone 62). The word “angel” itself implies what
interactions take place between Christians and angels, that is, delivering messages.
Based on scripture, it seems for Southern Baptists that delivering heavenly messages
at specific times to specific people can be a part of spiritual warfare. There are several
examples in scripture of angels physically appearing to deliver messages:
"announcing birth of a key figure (Abraham. Samson’s parents. Zacharias. Mary and
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Joseph, the shepherds) ... calling of prophets to ministr>'(Moses, Gideon, Isaiah,
Ezekiel) ... announcing Jesus’ resurrection (the women at the tomb)... [and'
revealing God's purposes for his people in the future (Ezekiel, John)”(Boa &
Bowman 92). There are many more examples, but the notable aspect of all angelic
appearances for Southern Baptists is that each moment was a major moment for
God's people. According to Southern Baptists, by physically appearing and delivering
messages, angels brought light to the Kingdom of God.
However. Southern Baptists do not believe that angels physically appear often.
Thus, they expect angels are spiritually involved behind the scenes. Working out of
sight, angels ''have been involved in communicating and revealing the meaning of
truth”(Ryrie 152). Southern Baptists hold that by spreading the meaning of truth,
humanity is more apt to follow God,thereby defeating the Kingdom of Hell in
spiritual warfare. Angels, along with revealing God’s truth and glory, also "patrol the
earth as God’s representatives”(Grudem 404). That patrol also entails "canydng out
war against demonic forces”(404). Angels therefore have a key function for
protecting humanity from demonic schemes and attacks, both on a physical level and
spiritual level. According to Southern Baptists, angels’ function is to advance the
Kingdom of God. and by advancing the Kingdom, the forces of Hell are weakened.
Like angels, the main activities and effects of demons are beyond the human
realm of sight. Southern Baptists believe that by operating on the spiritual level
demons work relatively undetected. For a dramatic example of demonic activity.
Southern Baptists look to scripture when Jesus encountered a possessed man who had
lived in tombs at Geransenes. The demons possessing the man asked to be cast into a
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herd of pigs instead of the abyss. Jesus did as they asked, and the possessed pigs
dro^^●ned themselves in a lake. As e\'idenced in scripture \NJth the possessed man at
Gerasenes (Mark. 5: Luke 8:26-39). Southern Baptists argue that demonic possession
brings a great deal of attention to the demon itself. Therefore, Southern Baptists
believe that demons seek to disguise their actions thi-ough learning a particular culture.
By learning "the culture of their N’ictims." demons can "act in a somewhat predictable
manner within the context of [that] culture" (Murphy 278). Southern Baptists belie\'e
this allow's demons to implement their tactics more easily in spiritual w'arfare.
Demons' tactics for disrupting God's plan for redemption include "temptation" and
“affliction" (Boa & Bowman 125-126). Southern Baptists see temptation in tliree
common paths, "the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride in one's
'festyle (1 John 2:16). In short, these paths are "hedonism, materialism, and egoism
Si Bowman 125-126). Demons use these common temptations to get people to
God’s way of meeting needs and cause people to "justify evil means by
mtions or end" (Boa & Bowanan 126). The tactic of affliction also causes a
mistrust in God. While not all misfortune is demonic, “some suffering is a form of
harassment" from demons (Boa & Bowman 126-127). From this perspective. wLen
life is miserable, it becomes easier for people to distrust God. This can cause people
to turn aw'ay from God. No matter what tactic they use. demons seek to turn the focus
from God onto the indi\ idual and his or her owm ability to pro\ ide for him or herself
In all. Southern Baptists \’iew angels and demons as working for opposing
sides to either help or hinder Christians and non-Christians in the pursuit of li\ ing a
hol\ life, fhis chapter has shown that the nature of angels and demons plays a major
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role in how they interact with people. These interactions can be both physical and
spiritual, though spiritual interactions are more common. Angels seek to display
God's glory and plan for humanity, while demons work to undermine every work of
God. As allies for Christians, angels reveal truth to combat the demonic forces and
their attempts to pull the believer from God. Demons on the other hand use lies,
temptation, affliction, and other tactics to shield people's eyes from God's promises.
As this chapter has shown, spiritual warfare from a Southern Baptist perspective
heavily involves angels and demons helping or hindering God's plan for humanity.
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CHAPTER 2- ANGELS AND DEMONS
SECTION 2
MINISTERIAL PERSPECTIVE
As part of my interviews with the Southern Baptist ministers, I asked a
number of questions regarding angels and demons. The responses I received from the
ministers did not differ from the textual sources on angels and demons. Of course,
each minister has had different experiences regarding the topic, nevertheless their
outlook on angels and demons does not differ theologically. This section will explore
some of the common points on angels and demons such as their reality, how they
interact with Christians, and the possibility of demonic possession.
According to the Southern Baptist ministers, angels and demons do in fact
exist. This stance aligns with that ofthe textual sources. Scripture presents angels '‘as
real, objective, existing creatures. In no way are they considered illusions or figments
of the imagination”(Ryrie 138). Southern Baptists believe that like angels, demons
are created and real spiritual beings. They “are not forces or concepts that merely
exist in [people's] minds. Demons exist; their reality does not depend on the existence
and ability of human beings to conceive of them’ (Ryrie 184). Dr. Futral agreed that
angels and demons are real. For example, he states that while he has never seen an
angel or demon, he has seen “the influence of demonic powers in people's lives”
(Futral). In his missionaiy' travels to places like Togo, West Africa, he has been in
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places “that felt dark,

in other words, places that have a strong demonic presence

(Futral). He argues that angels and demons, while primarily spiritual beings, they can
in fact manifest themselves physically. This is another similarity with the textual
sources. For example, the textual material presents both angels and demons as
primarily working behind the scenes spiritually. Like Dr. Futral, Pastor Liles also
views angels and demons as having the ability to manifest physically. Although, he
states that physical manifestation is “not the norm”(Liles). In all, the ministers
perceive angels and demons as real spiritual beings that can sometimes have a
physical presence which aligns with the textual sources.
The Southern Baptist ministers also viewed angels and demons as having
different interactions with Christians. The textual sources support this view. Charles
Spurgeon stated that demons will “never be content until ... the believer is destroyed.
Nothing short of the total destruction of a believer will ever satisfy” them (107).
Angels, on the other hand, angels “have been involved in communicating and
revealing the meaning of truth”(Ryrie 152)and “patrol the earth as God's
representatives”(Grudem 404). Each minister held that all angelic interactions were
beneficial to Christians while demonic interactions were detrimental. Dr. Street notes
that it is important to properly identify the spiritual interactions in ministry. He states
that such interactions can “masquerade in light but really be demonic”(Street). Stated
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There is a historical issue within missionar>’ movements of prejudice depicting Africa as a spiritually
dark continent. For further reading see:
Haynes. Stephen R. Noah's Curse: The Biblical Justification of American Slaverw Oxford: Oxford UP.
2002.
Olotlnjana. Israel. Reverse in Ministry and Missions: Africans in the Dark Continent of Europe : An
Historical StudN of African Churches in Europe. Milton Keynes: AuthorHouse. 2010.
Pakenham. Thomas. The Scramble for Africa: White Man’s Conquest of the Dark Continent from
1876-1912. New York. Avon Books. 1991.
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another way. demons can appear as wolves in sheep's clothing. Pastor Liles also
recognizes the necessity in identifying angelic and demonic interactions. His way of
distinguishing such interactions is that angels will “point to God" while demons will
●'try to get the focus off of Jesus and onto ourselves” (Liles). Each minister's
\'iewT?oint on the interactions of angels and demons with Christians reflect the
theological understanding that each one works for opposing sides in spiritual warfare.
This idea is shared by the textual sources.
Demonic possession is seen by the Southern Baptist ministers as an actual
spiritual occurrence. However it is not common according to Southern Baptists. The
textual sources argue that by learning “the culture of their victims,” demons can “act
in a somewhat predictable manner within the context of [that] culture” (Murphy 278).
In other w^ords. Southern Baptists believe this allow's demons to implement their
tactics more easily in spiritual w'arfare. Like the textual sources, the ministers do not
view possession as a rampant condition. For example, Dr. Futral argues that demons
more often oppress, rather than possess. Pastor Liles also saw demons as more apt to
“oppress and harass" a subtle form of control (Liles). Despite the view that demonic
possession is uncommon, each minister still saw it as a spiritual possibility. When
demonic possession is present though. Dr. Gillis addressed the problem with
distinguishing demonic possession from mental illness. He recounted the difficulties
he encounters with possible demon possessed people who also had mental illness.
When tiying to distinguish the problem. Dr. Gillis said “it is hard to tell which one
you are seeing," if the behavior is a result from a demon or illness (Gillis). Vv^ile
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demonic possession is rare according to the Southern Baptist ministers and the textual
sources, both \ iew it as a spiritual condition that can take place in spiritual warfare.
This section has shown that the Southern Baptist ministers do not differ
w idely from the textual sources in regards to angels and demons. Each minister saw
angels and demons as spiritual beings that play important roles in spiritual warfare.
Some ministers, such as Dr. Gillis who has had many supernatural encounters, were
more apt to see angels and demons as more active in people’s lives. Other ministers,
such as Dr. Futral. perceive demons as working primarily behind the scenes. Despite
the differences in experiences, the ministers’ views of angels and demons as good and
e\ il respectively are aligned with the traditional theology.
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CHAPTER 3 - THE HOLY SPIRIT
SECTION 1
TEXTUAL PERSPECTIVE
According to Southern Baptists, the Holy Spirit plays an integral role in
spiritual warfare and in the Christian's life. Although the Holy Spirit might not be the
central focus of Southern Baptist theology, the Spirit's role in the lives of Christians
is very important. Understanding how Southern Baptists view the Holy Spirit will
explain how the Holy Spirit works within the context of spiritual warfare. This
section will examine the Holy Spirit's nature, functions, and its role in sanctification.
The Holy Spirit's nature is important to understand for Southern Baptists.
Like orthodox Christianity, Southern Baptists adhere to the dogma of the Trinity. For
Southern Baptists, the Trinity can be defined as “the one God exists in three persons
and one substance. Father, Son, and Holy Spirit...one God equally in three distinct
modes of existence, yet remains one through all eternity"(Cross and Livingstone
1652). Southern Baptists believe there are three important theological points to gather
from the doctrine of The Trinity. First, “God is three persons," second,“each person
is fully God," and third, “there is one God"(Grudem 231). As part of the Trinity,
Southern Baptists view the Holy Spirit to be an important factor of the Christian's life
in spiritual warfare. The Holy Spirit's part in the Trinity is that of“God's immanent
reality" as the “mediator of divine action wathin and tow-ards the created world"
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(Hastings et al. 306). Therefore, according to Southern Baptists, the Holy Spirit's
involvement in spiritual warfare is important because the Spirit as God interacts with
the world.
Southern Baptists see the Holy Spirit function primarily in the lives of
Christians. "WTiile Southern Baptists believe that the Holy Spirit convicts non
believers of sin, the Holy Spirit's true power is seen in the lives of believers. He is the
identifying marker for Christians. Southern Baptists specifically point to scripture
where Jesus told his disciples that “‘as the Father has sent Me,I also send you.' After
saying this,[Jesus] breathed on them and said, ‘receive the Holy Spirit'"(John 20:2122). For Southern Baptists this passage indicates that the Holy Spirit is a marker for a
"saved condition*'(Ryrie 409). This marker is also permanent. Even when the
believer sins, “after Pentecost...the Holy Spirit came to indwell believers
permanently'' despite whatever state of obedience he currently finds himself(Ryrie
411). The importance ofthe Holy Spirit's permanence cannot be understated for
Southern Baptists. Rene Pache, vice-chairman ofthe International Fellowship of
Evangelical Students(IFES)from 1947 to 1963, argued that if the Holy Spirit leaves
believers, “for one moment only,[Christians] should instantly lose spiritual life and
relapse into death, for [the Christian] life is Christ and he remains within [Christians]
through the Spirit"(101).
Along with being a marker for salvation, there are other functions of the Holy
Spirit. Southern Baptists point to scripture to find more functions of the Holy Spirit.
They believe that Holy Spirit provides “a Spirit of wisdom and understanding, a Spirit
of counsel and strength, and a Spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord" for
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belie\'ers (Isaiah 11:2). This plays out in many ways in life according to Southern
Baptists. Francis Chan, former teaching pastor of Cornerstone Community Church
and Founder and Chancellor of Eternity Bible College, argues that the Holy Spirit
"teaches and reminds [Christians] of what [they] need to know and remember'(Chan
& Yankoski 74). Also, the Spirit aids Christians to “be God's witnesses to the ends of
the earth"(75). According to Southern Baptists, all these functions help Christians to
operate for the benefit of God and put aside themselves. The Holy Spirit provides the
power to carry' out ministry thereby pushing back the forces of Hell. Without the Holy
Spirit, living a holy life is impossible. Southern Baptists believe that Christians are
only able to prevail in spiritual warfare because of the Holy Spirit's work.
Southern Baptists believe that once a person becomes a Christian he or she
receives the Holy Spirit, and the Spirit begins the work of sanctification. For Southern
Baptists, sanctification is “a progressive work of God and man that makes
[individuals] more and more free from sin and like Christ in [people's] actual lives''
(Grudem 746). There are three aspects to sanctification w'hich Southern Baptists
indicate. The first deals with “the position every believer enjoys by virtue of being set
apart as a member of God's family''(Ryrie 442). Secondly, sanctification concerns
“the present experiential or progressive work of continuing to be set apart during the
whole of[Christians'] lives"(Ryrie 442). Lastly is what Southern Baptists refer to as
“ultimate sanctification,’' when Christians die and are “completely and eternally set
apart to God"(Ryrie 442). Southern Baptists hold that sanctification is only possible
for a Christian and cite scripture stating sanctification is w'hat makes a Christian a
"new creation"(2 Cor. 5:17). Christians "belong to [God] forever and the Spirit
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within [Christians] is the first installment and guarantee'* ofthe full glor>' in Heaven*'
(Pache 6). Southern Baptists \dew this “guarantee" from the Holy Spirit as the marker
of \dctory in spiritual warfare.
This section has presented how the Southern Baptists view the Holy Spirit in
light of spiritual warfare. As God, the Holy Spirit is a marker of salvation. Southern
Baptists hold that this marker, or guarantee, is what sets Christians apart in spiritual
warfare as \ ictorious. The Holy Spirit is what makes a person a member of the
Kingdom of God and makes living a holy life possible. Southern Baptists hold that
the Holy Spirit provides the power to cany' out ministry. If the Holy Spirit was not a
part of Christians* lives. Southern Baptists argue that it would be extremely difficult.
if not impossible, to prevail in spiritual warfare.
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CHAPTER 3- THE HOLY SPIRIT
SECTION 2
MINISTERIAL PERSPECTIVE
The Southern Baptist ministers' perspectives on the Holy Spirit adhere to the
traditional theology promoted by the textual sources. They all view the Holy Spirit as
an integral part of both Christianity and spiritual warfare. I discovered that each
minister believed that without the Holy Spirit's work and power in the lives of
Christians, spiritual w'arfare would change drastically. These perspectives on the Holy
Spirit align with the textual sources. This section will examine three points of
similarity between the ministers and the textual sources. These similarities are the
Trinitarian existence of the Holy Spirit, sanctification, and protection in spiritual
w’arfare.
All the Southern Baptist ministers recognized the Holy Spirit as part of the
Trinity. The textual sources describe the Holy Spirit as “the one God exists in three
persons and one substance. Father, Son, and Holy Spirit...one God equally in three
distinct modes of existence, yet remains one through all eternity"(Cross and
Livingstone 1652). For Southern Baptists, the Holy Spirit's part in the Trinity is that
of‘‘God's immanent reality” as the ‘‘mediator of divine action within and towards the
created world’’(Hastings et al. 306). Like the textual sources. Dr. Street explicitly
states that the Holy Spirit “is God” (Street). He goes on to say that the Holy Spirit as
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God is “essential in spiritual warfare''(Street). Pastor Liles also states that the only
u’ay Christians can withstand the attacks in spiritual warfare is because the Holy
Spirit is God. He claims that “people are outgunned and are outmatched" and people
stand no chance on their own (Liles). Each minister agreed that ifthe Holy Spirit w'as
not God. then spiritual w'arfare would be impossible for people to survive.
The work ofthe Holy Spirit in sanctification was important to all the Southern
Baptists ministers. The textual sources argue that sanctification “a progressive work
of God and man that makes [individuals] more and more free from sin and like Christ
in [people's] actual lives'*(Grudem 746). Sanctification also concerns '“the present
experiential or progressive work of continuing to be set apart during the whole of
[Christians*] lives** (Ryrie 442). Pastor Liles argues that the primary battle of spiritual
W'arfare is fought over sanctification: “either we remain the way we are or become
more like .lesus" (Liles). He expounds that sanctification, “becoming more like Jesus,"
is the “whole point of Christianity'* (Liles). If people are made more like Jesus, Pastor
Liles believes that the Kingdom of God advances thereby pushing back the forces of
Hell. Dr. Futral also believes that sanctification from the work of the Holy Spirit is
crucial. Since sanctification, according to each minister, is a process that causes
Christians to become more like Jesus. Dr. Futral thinks that Christians should “think
about the little decisions they make and how these decisions might take [them] far
aw'ay [or closer] to God** (Futral). He argues that darkness, being far from God. is a
slipper}^ slope and can cause “inventing of evil'* (Futral). I believe another way to
state w^hat Dr. Futral is saying is that the further one gets from God. the easier it is to
stay away and eventually do things one never intended to do. In all. sanctification is
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an essential function of the Holy Spirit to all the Southern Baptist ministers, which
reflects the stance of the textual sources.
How the Holy Spirit protects Christians in spiritual warfare is another point of
similarity between the ministers and the textual sources. The textual sources present
the power of the Holy Spirit as crucial. The sources argue that if the Holy Spirit
leaves believers, “for one moment only,[Christians] should instantly lose spiritual
life and relapse into death, for [the Christian] life is Christ and he remains uithin
[Christians] through the Spirit'*(Pache 101). Southern Baptists view this vitality of
the Holy Spirit as empowerment for ministry as well(Chan & Yankoski 74-75).
According Dr. Street, the Holy Spirit will not call a Christian no take the gates of
Hell unless he has prepared a hedge of protection"(Street). Dr. Street goes on to say
that with the Holy Spirit it is not about “stepping out in [one's o^\^l] power*' rather it
is about the strength of the Holy Spirit when fighting in spiritual warfare (Street). As
stated earlier in this section. Pastor Liles sees the Holy Spirit as the source of power
for Christians in spiritual warfare. Pastor Liles goes so far to say that the only time
“[Christians] ever have victor)^ or power [in spiritual warfare] is when the Holy Spirit
is in control and filling'* Christians (Liles). In other words, every victory in spiritual
warfare is due to the Holy Spirit*s activity in Christians' lives. Each minister believed
that the Holy Spirit*s power and protection was vital for success in spiritual warfare
for Christians.
In all, the Southern Baptist ministers* views on the Holy Spirit*s role in
spiritual warfare support those of the textual sources. They have emphasized the Holy
Spirit*s importance in spiritual warfare and humanity*s inability to succeed alone.
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Like the textual sources, the ministers believe that the power ofthe Holy Spirit is
what helps Christians to advance the Kingdom of God,thereby gaining victor}^ in
spiritual warfare.
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CHAPTER 4- SPIRITUAL GIFTS
SECTION 1
TEXTUAL PERSPECTIVE
As outgrowths of the Holy Spirit, it is impossible to talk about spiritual gifts
without referencing the Holy Spirit. Evidenced from chapter three, the Holy Spirit
presence is a marker of a saved condition. Since spiritual gifts are from the Holy
Spirit, this tradition believes that only Christians have spiritual gifts. In spiritual
warfare, spiritual gifts serve several functions to assist Christians. This chapter \\dll
examine exactly what these spiritual gifts are and their functions for the Christian
individually as well as corporately.
According to Southern Baptists, spiritual gifts are all beneficial in different
ways due to their different ftmctions. Southern Baptists look to scripture to explain
that the diversity of gifts come from "the same Spirit” and “the same God activates
each gift in each person”(1 Cor. 12:4,6). A concise definition ofthe spiritual gifts as
a whole can be stated as “any ability that is empowered by the Holy Spirit and use in
any ministry of the Church”(Grudem 1016). W. A. Criswell, two-term elected
president of the Southern Baptist Convention from 1968 to 1970, believe that since
each gift is empowered by God,“each gift is needed and is not to be neglected”(124).
Dr. Ron M. Phillips, senior pastor of Abba's House (Central Baptist Church) in
Chattanooga. Tennessee, argues that all the spiritual gifts “bring a supernatural
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wisdom, revelation, and knowledge otherwise iinkno\\Ti to the believer in a church
(Phillips. An Essential Guide 63). Southern Baptists see the work of spiritual gifts as
N’ital to understanding God's m\l They support their belief in scripture which states
that "what eye did not see and ear did not hear, and what never entered the human
mind - God prepared this for those who love him. Now God has revealed these things
to us by the Spirit, for the Spirit searches everything, even the depths of God. For
who among men knows the thoughts of a man except the spirit of the man that is in
him? In the same way. no one knows the thoughts of God except the Spirit of God"(1
Cor. 2:9-11). Therefore, the spiritual gifts are crucial to protect and enlighten
Christians in the midst of spiritual warfare. According to Southern Baptists, the ver>^
will of God is revealed by the Holy Spirit and enacted through the gifts, and the
Church needs this to survive. Southern Baptists believe this idea is echoed in scripture,
which states each gift is vital to the Church as each body part is to the overall body.
They believe that God has placed each gift as '‘each one of the parts in one
body...and if they were all the same part, where would the body be?"(1 Cor. 12:1819). The diversity of gifts allows a fuller picture of God's plan and wiW to be brought
to light. Therefore, each gift is vital to prevail against the forces of Hell.
Southern Baptists believe that scripture gives several examples of spiritual
gifts. The apostle Paul in fact gives examples oftwenty-two gifts throughout his
letters (Grudem 1020). The key passage of scripture most look to for the largest list is
found in 1 Corinthians 12:8-28. Some of these gifts include “wisdom",“knowledge,"
"faith." “healing.'* “miracles." “prophecy.’* “distinguishing between spirits.’*
"different kinds of languages." and the “interpretation of languages"(1 Cor. 12:8-10).
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Clearly not all gifts are the same as seen with the gift of prophecy and healing.
Consequently, categories of the spiritual gifts have emerged. Such categories include
‘‘gifts for the ministering of the gospel""gifts for the work ofthe Church," “gifts for
the ministries of the Church." and “gifts for the building up of the Church"(Criswell
126). Despite their differences, what unites these gifts together for Christians is the
Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit uses these gifts as “a part ofthe testimony ofthe one
sa\ ing Spirit"(Criswell 130). As seen with the particular categories for the spiritual
gifts, it stands to reason that the gifts see their full fhiition in the Church rather than
on the individual’s level. The Christian on his or her own has “at least one spiritual
gift," but “no believer has all the gifts’"(R)Tie 425). Southern Baptists believe that it
is w'hen Christians come together in the Church that each ofthe gifts can be seen.
However, at certain points in time certain gifts can be more prevalent than others
because “the Spirit endow's the Church” with the gifts “each generation needs”(Ryrie
425). This is important because it indicates the overall purpose of spiritual gifts. The
purpose is to advance the Gospel, or the redemptive plan of God,throughout the
generations. Promoting redemption naturally runs into opposition from the forces of
Hell, and the Holy Spirit then equips the Church to handle particular challenges it w'ill
face.
Despite the “big picture” focus of spiritual gifts, they still work for the good
of the individual Christian as well. According to Southern Baptists, if the gifts are to
truly change people's lives and be effective in ministiy'. the gifts “require a complete
surrender to the will of God’’(Phillips, An Essential Guide 64). Therefore the
presence and effectiveness of the gifts is a direct result of maturity in the Christian’s
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life. Southern Baptists see the prevalence and strength ofthe spiritual gifts in a
person's life becomes affirmation of his or her faith. The gifts help Christians to
"'fulfill the indi\ idual calling God has placed on [each believer's] life through the
power of the Holy Spirit (Phillips..An Essential Guide 67). By being productive in the
larger Church. indi\ idual believers are empowered through the Holy Spirit to have
effecti\ e ministr\- opportunities through their gifts. The spiritual gifts pave the w'ay
for those opportunities, thereby overcoming the forces of Hell.
Spiritual gifts on their o^^’n do not wn the battle of spiritual warfare. However,
what makes them important is their ability to connect the Church and believers to the
will of God. This chapter has sho^^^l that as outgrowths ofthe Holy Spirit, spiritual
gifts are useful to both the collective Church and the indi\ddual Christian. Since the
gifts work like parts of the body, their power is best seen in the corporate body of
believers, the Church. However,the individual Christian can see the power ofthe
Holy Spirit at work in his or her life through the presence of the spiritual gifts. In all.
the spiritual gifts are markers of a Christian's faith in the same way that the Holy
Spirit is at conversion.
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CHAPTER 4- SPIRITUAL GIFTS
SECTION 2
MINISTERIAL PERSPECW'E
The Southern Baptist ministers take a similar stance on the function of
spiritual gifts in spiritual warfare as the textual sources. The textual sources see the
role of spiritual gifts in spiritual warfare is their ability to both strengthen and enable
Christians in the midst of spiritual warfare. The Southern Baptist ministers I
interv iewed also agreed ^^■ith this view. This section wall examine three points of
similarity betw'een the ministers and textual sources in regards to spiritual gifts. These
points are the usefulness of all the gifts, their origins in the Holy Spirit, and their
function corporately.
No one gift, according to the ministers, was superior to another which directly
aligned with the textual source material on spiritual gifts. The textual sources explain
that since each gift is empowered by God, “each gift is needed and is not to be
neglected'* (Criswell 124). Dr. Street recognizes that each gift has a different function
within spiritual w'arfare. but he does not believe that one function necessarily
outweighs another. He argues that spiritual gifts “can change overtime” due to
changes in circumstances (Street). In my opinion, this implies that certain gifts are
better for situations, not a hierarchy. Dr. Futral argues that the idea of superiority
stems from people seeing “their own gifts as the best or someone else's as the best”
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(Futral). I believe this \ iew reflects the objectiveness of gift superiority due to an
individual's ego. Within spiritual warfare, the Southern Baptist ministers view all
spiritual gifts as \ alid and useful in specific situations.
The ministers all recognized the origin of the spiritual gifts as coming from
the Holy Spirit. Because they each emphasized the divine origin ofthe gifts, the
ministers do not believe that spiritual gifts are available to non-Christians. This stance
reflects that of the textual sources. Specifically the textual sources define spiritual
gifts as “any ability that is empowered by the Holy Spirit and used in any ministry of
the Church"(Grudem 1016). The Southern Baptist ministers agree \\ith this definition
of spiritual gifts. For example. Dr. Futral spoke of the gifts being used in ‘fthe
Christian community" so that they can be “a light in the darkness"(Futral). In other
words, he believes that the spiritual gifts are meant for Christian ministiy'(Futral).
From Dr. Futral's descriptions of how the gifts work, non-Christians do not play a
role since they are not a part of the Christian community but rather its ministiy^ No
minister implied that non-Christians could have spiritual gifts. I believe this is due to
the ministers' adherence to the doctrine of the Holy Spirit's presence in people as a
marker of salvation. Each minister believed that spiritual gifts stem from the Holy
Spirit and consequently are linked to the Spirif s purpose and work.
The strength of spiritual gifts, both to the textual sources and Southern Baptist
ministers 1 inter\'iewed. is best evident corporately in the Church. The textual sources
explain that “the Spirit endows the Church" with the gifts “each generation needs"
(R\'rie 425). In all the categories of spiritual gifts, “gifts for the ministering of the
gospel." "gifts for the work of the Church." “gifts for the ministries of the Church."
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and "gifts for the building up of the Church/' the common thread is the Church and
its ministr\- (Criswell 126). The Southern Baptist ministers affirm the ecclesial focus
of the gifts. According to Dr. Street, the spiritual gifts give ‘‘Christians their ser\dce
paths within the Church," or how best Christians can ser\'e within the Church (Street).
Pastor Liles also stated that God does not give spiritual gifts ‘‘for selfish gain" but
rather for "ministr>"(Liles). The importance of spiritual gifts in Church ministry is of
great importance to the Southern Baptist minister. Dr. Gillis believes that to
effecti\'ely combat spiritual warfare, strengthening the Church must be priority and
that "sharing the gospel" is the best way (Gillis). In his view', spiritual gifts play a role
in strengthening the Church to complete its objective. This stance reflects that ofthe
textual sources and upholds the common symbol for the Church as a body.
In conclusion, the Southern Baptist ministers all viewed spiritual gifts as
plax ing a role in spiritual warfare. How'they perceived the gifts working within
spiritual w’arfare is also similar to the textual sources. The ministers see the gifts as
fundamental in strengthening the Church due to their divine origin in the Holy Spirit.
In the ministers' opinions, no one gift is better in spiritual warfare again due to the
fact that all spiritual gifts come from the Holy Spirit. Although not every minister
naturally saw the connection between spiritual warfare and spiritual gifts, the role the
gifts play in edifying the Church in spiritual w’arfare was not denied by any of the
ministers 1 interview'ed.
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PART II
CHARISMATICS
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CHAPTER 1 - WHAT IS SPIRITUAL WARFARE?
SECTION I
TEXTUAL PERSPECTIVE
Spiritual warfare in popular culture often conjures up images from exorcist
films. Despite the media's portrayal of spiritual warfare, the real question is if
Charismatic Christianity matches such descriptions. Again the point ofthis thesis is to
examine both Southern Baptists' and Charismatics' views on spiritual warfare and a
core Christian theology is greater than any differences that arise. A scripture most
often pointed to for Charismatics to describe spiritual warfare is found in Ephesians
6:12: *Tor our battle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the
authorities, against the world powers of this darkness, against the spiritual forces of
evil in the heavens." From this passage a clear line is drawn between good and evil.
For Charismatics. this battle is between the Kingdom of God, heaven, and the forces
of darkness, hell. This chapter will examine how Charismatics view the nature of
spiritual warfare, the players involved, and the impact on humanity.
The nature of spiritual warfare is very important in defining what it means.
First, it is important to say that for Charismatics, spiritual w'arfare is not a metaphor. It
is a literal spiritual battle. In fact. Dr. Clinton E. Arnold, dean at Talbot School of
Theology and 2011 president of the Evangelical Theological Society, states that it “is
an integral part of the entire Christian experience;" "it is a fact of life"(Arnold. Three
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Crucial Questions 19). Charismatics believe that scripture supports this view of
spiritual warfare in passages such as Ephesians 5:16 and 6:12. Here Paul states that
"the days are e\ ir (Eph. 5:16). and Dr. Clinton E. Arnold argues that this indicates
"there ^^●ill be intense times of demonic attack" and to "heighten the closeness of the
struggle with the powers of e\ il” (Powers of Darkness 153). Therefore, spiritual
warfare is a real part of the Christian life according to Charismatics.
Further examining the nature of this warfare leads to the question of its
interaction with the world. How much in the world is due to spiritual warfare? Do
claims that "the de\ il made me do it" really hold weight? For Charismatics, finding a
balanced \ iew based on scripture is essential to answering such questions. Scripture
speaks of three forms of evil influence for humanity. These forms are "the World,"
"the Devil." and "the Flesh" (Arnold. Three Crucial Questions 32). While the DeviFs
influence might conjure up extreme images such as demonic possession, the other
influences are equally dangerous. The World represents cultures which "stand
contrary to the biblical understanding of reality and biblical values” (Arnold, Three
Crucial Questions 34). The Flesh, according to Charismatics, includes humans’
"propensity or inclination to do evil" (Arnold, Three Crucial Questions 34). This
inclination is part of humanity's fallen or sinful state. Sin can be defined as "any want
of conformity unto, or transgression of, any law of God given as a rule to the
reasonable creature" (Duffield & Van Cleave 165). Scripture supports this idea that
disobedience of God's law is sin. For example, Galatians 3:10 says "for all who rely
on the works of the law are under a curse, because it is written: Everyone who does
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v5

not continue doing eventhing written in the book ofthe law is cursed,

Since

humans' natural state is sin. not holiness like God, humanity works against itself in
the midst of spiritual warfare. Dr. Guy P. DufField, professor emeritus at Life Bible
College in Los Angeles. California, and Dr. Nathaniel M. Van Cleave, a Pentecostal
expositor}- preacher and teacher for over fift}' years, argue that for Charismatics,
Christians are "justified by faith"(Gal. 3:24) and therefore are "delivered" both “from
the curse of the Law" and "the Law itself (167). This does not mean that Christians
are perfect, but it does mean that Christians no longer are slaves to their flesh and
sinful nature. .According to Charismatics. Christians have the ability to prevail in
spiritual warfare because they are regenerated through Jesus' sacrifice.
Understanding w^ho is participating in spiritual warfare is crucial to
understanding its purpose. The two sides to spiritual warfare are the Kingdom of God
and the Kingdom of Hell. .According to Charismatics, the Kingdom of God is
absolute good and holiness, while the Kingdom of Hell is absolute evil and depravity.
There are several components to both kingdoms. First, the Kingdom of God
obviously includes God. According to Charismatics, God is one and exists in the form
of the Trinity. This doctrine of God's existence is crucial for Christians in spiritual
w'arfare and wdll be diseussed in detail later. God is the main active component of
spiritual warfare. The reason for spiritual warfare is due to the forces of Hell fighting
against God's plans. According to Charismatics, this divine plan is for Christians to
“make disciples" by “making the gospel of... Jesus known to those who have not
heard and incorporating them into the church as viable and growing members''

Most likel\. "book of the law" is meant to reference the stipulations outlined in the .lewish Torah, or
the C'hristian's first five books of the Old Testament.
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(Arnold. Three Crucial Questions 49). Therefore, the will of God causes tension in a
w orld ruled by the Kingdom of Hell.
Along w ith God. the Kingdom of God also includes angels. Angels are not
equal to God. but are higher in holiness than humans. Dr. J. Rodman Williams,
former Professor of Renew al Theology at Regent University, states that angels are
“messengers and ser\ e as superhuman beings in various ways to fulfill God's
pro\ idential concerns in relation to the world and man"(Williams 169). As stated
from their definition, angels are God's ser\’ants created for divine purposes. In
spiritual w’arfare. they work for the good of humanity and strengthen Christians.
Christians also are part of the Kingdom of God since they have been “bom again"
(.lohn 3:3). While they can seem to be victims of spiritual warfare, Charismatics
believe that through the sah’ation of God they are “more than victorious"(Romans
8:37).
The Kingdom of Hell is in direct conflict with the Kingdom of God. The most
recognizable figure of the Kingdom of Hell is Satan. Satan, according to Charismatics,
is the chief fallen angel. Originally, Satan was ‘The highest angel of God's creation"
and fell due to “pride and selfish ambition"(Duffield & Van Cleave 507-508). Dr.
Stanley M. Horton, Professor Emeritus of Bible and Theology at the Assemblies of
God Theological Seminaiy\ states that it is important to note that despite the existence
of two “kingdoms," Satan is not “a god who can...compete with the Lord"(Horton
197). Therefore, there are limits as to what power the Kingdom of Hell has. Along
with Satan, demons are another component ofthe Kingdom of Hell. Demons typically
cause people to envision terrifying, monstrous creatures. For Charismatics though.
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demons are "once perfect, sinless beings" who fell with Satan (Duffield & Van
Cleave 488). Like Satan, demons are "spiritual personalities and are incorporeal”
(Duffield & Van Clea\ e 491). According to Charismatics, their power is greater than
humans' but significantly less than God's. The final component ofthe Kingdom of
Hell is non-Christians. This is due to their sinful nature not yet removed through
Jesus. They ha\ e not been bom again like Christians. Charismatics point to scripture
which states that "unless someone is bom again, he cannot see the kingdom of God”
(John 3:3). This means that the Kingdom of Hell is made up ofthose beings w^ho have
fallen from God willingly and through ignorance. Both the Kingdom of God and the
Kingdom of Hell are battling in spiritual warfare and the impact is felt by humanity.
Arguably the most important aspect of spiritual warfare is its effect on
humanity. For Charismatics. these effects are seen through the struggle for human's
salvation or damnation. As stated before, the goal of spiritual warfare for the
Kingdom of God is for humanity's salvation and sanctification. Charismatics believe
that salvation is reconciliation through Jesus' “atoning offering” for the “enmity
between God and man. brought about by man's sin”(Duffield & Van Cleave 193).
Sanctification is “both an action - sanctifying or making holy, and a condition or state
- being sanctified or made holy'* (Williams 93). As referenced earlier, the triune
existence of God is crucial for Christians in these matters. Charismatics, along with
the majority of Christians, believe that because Jesus is part of the Trinity, he was
fully able to pro\ ide the means of salvation. The reasoning is that “Christ, as God. is
able to satisfy the Father's justice”(Horton 170). Without this salvation, Charismatics
think spiritual w arfare would be a losing battle for humanity. The existence of the
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Holy Spirit is also crucial in spiritual warfare.
The I Iol> Spirit pro\ ides the means for sanctification and strength for the
Christian. From the textual sources it is clear that if all three aspects of God were
simply states of God and not di\ inity itself, the power dynamic in spiritual warfare
greatly shifts. For Charismatics. God's triune existence has a profound impact on
humanit)- for its good, sah ation. Conversely, the impact of Hell is for humanity's e\dl,
damnation. Satan “seeks to thwart any momentum toward fulfilling God's will"
(Arnold. Three Crucial Questions 41). Through deception and manipulation, the
forces of Hell seek to pull people from God's plan. This is the context for spiritual
warfare. According to Charismatics. humanity is in the center of cosmic cross
pressures. W^hat an indi\ idual chooses to do in response is entirely based on his or her
free will.
Overall, spiritual warfare is a very real part of life for Charismatics. This
chapter has examined that for Charismatics, spiritual warfare is not limited to the
heavenly realms, and it has very real implications for humanity. The struggle is for
and against salvation and sanctification for every human soul. Charismatics recognize
the existence of angels and demons and their respective roles in the struggle. Each
side of spiritual warfare includes people, Christians and non-Christians. Charismatics
view non-Christians as belonging to the Kingdom of Hell and part ofthe world.
Christians however have been ‘"bom again" into the Kingdom of God through
salvation. Thus even humanity itself is divided in the cosmic struggle. Since spiritual
warfare is so w'ide reaching, it is impossible to speak of life without it. For the
Charismatics. it is an inescapable fact of life.
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CHAPTER 1 - WHAT IS SPIRITUAL WARFARE?
SECTION 2
MMSTERIAL PERSPECTIVE
In my opinion, a ministerial perspective is necessaiy' for a fuller understanding
of the Charismatics" \ iew of spiritual warfare. I intersiewed three Charismatic
ministers, all who ha\ e uniquely ser\^ed in ministry throughout their lives. From these
interxhews I hope to gain a general idea of what other Charismatics would hold as
theologically sound. In particular, this section will address the basic components and
definitions of spiritual warfare according to the Charismatic ministers. This section
will explore w'hether or not the ministers support the theological sources and what
role their experiences have in shaping their theology.
Each minister I interviewed held to the main points ofthe textual theological
sources in their understanding of spiritual warfare. The textual sources present
spiritual w'arfare as '“an integral part of the entire Christian experience;” “it is a fact of
life” (Arnold. Three Crucial Questions 19). Therefore, spiritual warfare is a real part
of the Christian life according to Charismatics. The ministers affirmed this conception
of spiritual warfare. For example, Dan Hall, pastor of Valleydale Church, in
Birmingham. AL. sees spiritual warfare as a real part of life. He states that spiritual
warfare is "more than psychosomatic,” and he believes that the forces involved in
spiritual warfare are "intentional, deliberate, cognitive, strategic, and organized”

.^2

(Hall). For Pastor Hall, these forces are directly involved in the eveiy^day lives of
people. Along with Pastor Hall. Neddie Winters, head of Mission Mississippi,
believes that spiritual warfare has implications for humanity. He sees spiritual warfare
as ha\ ing mental, physical, and spiritual dimensions (Winters). Even “mental anguish.
like depression" can be an attack of spiritual warfare in Rev. Winters' opinion. From
these interv iews it can be seen that spiritual warfare is not metaphorical, but it has
real implications in the li\ es of people.
Another point of similarity 1 found was in the ministers' understanding of
w'hat parties are invoh'ed. The textual sources hold that there are two Kingdoms at
w ar: the Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of Hell. According to Charismatics, Satan,
demons, and non-Christians are a part of the Kingdom of Hell (Duffield & Van
Cleave 488: Horton 197). and God. angels, and Christians are apart ofthe Kingdom
of God (Williams 169: Arnold. Three Crucial Questions 49). Thomas Jenkins, police
chaplain in Jackson. Mississippi, sees the opponents of spiritual warfare being the
demonic world, which includes "Satan and his demons"(Jenkins). From his interview
1 judge that he sees God and angels as being the force of good, which is identical to
the textual sourees (Williams 169). All the ministers share the textual sources' stance
on w'ho the opponents and allies are of Christians. Also, each minister saw Christians
as on the side of God while non-Christians, in their belief, are not on the side of God.
Each minister has had different experiences with spiritual warfare that have
shaped their perspectives. Being the president of an evangelical organization, Rev.
Winters deals w'ith equipping Mississippi ministers throughout the state. Through his
work. Re\. Winters encounters what he considers to be spiritual warfare attacks as he
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“promolcs the gospel." and such attacks can he a “battlefield of the mind"(Winters).
From his experience, spiritual \sarfare does not have to be “someone walking into a
room with a pistol in his hands, but it could just be someone walking in with words
coming out of his mouth"(Winters). As a police chaplain. Rev. Jenkins deals with the
effects of ph> sical warfare. I believe this plays into his perceptions of spiritual
warfare. The affects of his experience can be seen in his belief that spiritual w'arfare
“can be ph\ sicar and “is \ ery real"(Jenkins). Of course, no two people have the
exact same experiences, and experiences do shape perception. Regardless oftheir
different experiences though, the ministers still did not differ from the textual sources.
In all this section has shown that the Charismatic ministers I interviewed did
not differ from the textual sources in defining and understanding spiritual warfare.
The ministers see spiritual warfare as real and able to affect multiple levels of life
such as mentally, physically, and spiritually. In my opinion, since the Charismatic
ministers do not differ from the textual sources, spiritual warfare in a real life
Charismatic perspective is that of the textual theological material.
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CHAPTER 2 - ANGELS AND DEMONS
SECTION 1
TEXTUAL PERSPECTIVE
Angels and demons are the two participants of spiritual warfare that tend to
draw the most attention. .A.s members of the Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of
Hell, their purposes either help or hinder the work of God for humanity. There is a
difference in their actions because both belong to opposing Kingdoms. Even though
people might be tempted to only focus on the role angels and demons play in spiritual
w’arfare. Charismatics are quick to point out that neither angels nor demons compare
to God (Williams 175). Despite being less powerful than God, their actions both in
the spiritual realms and on earth do have significant ramifications. Therefore,
Charismatics argue that angels and demons should not be ignored (Arnold, Powers of
Darkness 17). This section will examine what angels and demons are, their purpose.
and how they interact with Christians and non-Christians alike.
Defining w hat angels and demons are is crucial for the sake of discussion for
Charismatic Christians. What angels and demons have in common is their creation.
According to Charismatics. both are “created spiritual beings”(DufField & Van
Cleave 472). This means that unlike God. angels and demons “have not existed for all
eternity*'(Duffield & Van Cleave 472)..Another way to say this is that since they are
created beings, consequently they are not di^'ine. For instance, in the first chapter in
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the Book of Hebrcu s. angels are inferior to Jesus because "all God's angels must
worship [Jesus]"(Heb. 1 ;6). Also from this passage, Charismatics form the primary
identity of angels as “ministering spirits sent out to serve" Christians(Heb. 1;14). The
primar>- uay that angels serve is through “spiritual help, relief, and support, however
their sei^ ice might include “tangible acts"(Horton 190). Christians see the work of
^gels in their spiritual Hn es and pursuit to follow God. For Charismatics, angels can
strengthen Christians both spiritually and physically. W^at is important to note is that
angels will onh “strengthen those on serious assignment from God (Phillips, Our
hmMhk Allies 1 15). These forms of strength include “ministering to weak believers,’^
“speaking the Word of God." and e^’en “cooking and feeding^’(115). The last
example of cooking is a highly physical act of strengthening a Christian. Charismatics
see the scriptural support for this claim from passages such as Psalms 78:25 which
speak of the “the bread of angels." Despite their ability to present themselves
physical!}'. Charismatics see angels as primarily active outside the realm of human
sight. Since angels are created spiritual beings, it makes sense that their actions are
primarily spiritual. Angels' actions, according to Charismatics, are directly tied to
God primarily through worship and other tasks such as carrying out his wrath
(Duffield & Van Cleave 480). The will of God is what drives angels to act, thereby
defining what they are and do.
As pre\ iously stated, demons are created spiritual beings. Demons, unlike
angels though, are considered to be evil (Duffield & Van Cleave 487). Immediately
this raises an interesting question. If demons are created, did God
purposely create
e\'il? Charismatics

argue that demons were not originally demons. In fact, demons ai'e
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angels. Charismalics cite scriptures stating that demons are "angels who did not keep
their own position but deserted their proper dwelling"(Jude 6). Demons, according to
Charismatics. "contrast those angels who ha\’e continued to do the will of God”
(Duffield & Van Cleave 487). What caused these angels to "fall" is found in the
Charismatics* understanding of Satan. Originally. Satan was ‘the highest angel of
God's creation" (Duffield & Van Cleave 507). Charismatics look to scriptures such as
Ezekiel 28:12-19 and Isaiah 14:12 which describe Satan in his original created form
and his rebellion against God. Isaiah 14:13-14 details Satan's fall being driven by
pride. This passage states that Satan thought that "I will ascend to the heavens; I will
set up my throne abo\ e the stars of God. I will sit on the mount of the gods' assembly,
in the remotest parts of the North. I will ascend above the highest clouds; I will make
myself like the Most High"(Is. 14:13-14). Dr. Ron M. Phillips states that
charismatics understand that it is with Satan's fall from grace that “other rebellious
angels" also "fell and rebelled" with him (Phillips, Everyone s Guide to Demons 42).
This is why Charismatics see demons as evil angels since they were corrupted like
Satan. Since they follow'ed Satan out of Heaven, demons are to be seen as “in the
ser\ ice of Satan"(Duffield & Van Cleave 487). Therefore Charismatics believe that
all acts of demons are tied to Satan's goal of undermining God s plan for salvation.
Dr. Ron M. Phillips states that "demons live to thwart Christians from fulfilling their
purpose" thereby "subvert[ing] the will of God"(Phillips, Our Invisible Allies 60). In
all. Charismatics \ iew demons as agents of Satan who target Christians and nonChristians alike as part of the larger context of spiritual w-arfare.
Since angels and demons have different natures, as evidence with their
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allegiance to Hea\ cn or Hell. Charismatics see them as having different purposes in
spiritual w arfare. This makes sense since angels and demons work for opposing
forces. As pre\ iousl>- discussed, angels are agents of God. Therefore, Charismatics
\ iew- their purpose in this context. Angels "are first and foremost wwshipers of...God"
and they "w ere created to w orship"(68). How this worship plays out in spiritual
w'arfare is interesting for Charismatics. The w'ord "w^orship" in Christianity carries
multiple meanings. Often the first thing thought of worship is its similarity to
adoration which includes prayer, songs, and other forms of praise (Hastings et al.
763). The second clement to worship comes from its et}Tnological root oflatreia
(Hastings et al. 762). From latreia, worship carries a connotation of“servitude"
where "the serv ice is to God"(Hastings et al. 762). Both meanings of worship are
used to define the actions of angels for Charismatics. Therefore, since angels “were
created to worship." all their actions for God are in fact forms of worship themselves
(Phillips. Our ln\ isible Allies 68). Charismatics believe that angels will help
Christians' "outward, physical needs'"(Horton 193). This protection is especially
present "w'hen such aid is necessary for the continued proclamation of the gospel"
(Horton 193). Again, the angels' purpose of worshiping God is evident in their
actions. Angels' actions are consistently tied to this purpose, whether they are
working in "mighty deliverance," "judgments on sin,” or “accompanying revelation”
(Horton 188-189). Charismatics see that whatever God asks angels to do, they do so
as acts of ser\ ice and worship.
Likewise, demons are fully grounded in their purpose. Charismatics see
demons' purpose linked directly to Satan's goals of spiritual warfare. They see that
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Satan wants "nothing more than to hinder God's work on earth"(Phillips, Everyone's
Guide to Demons 64). Since demons are conceived as being linked to Satan, they
work to fulfill this goal in spiritual warfare. In other words, demons' purpose is
"hindering the purposes of God and extending the power of Satan"(Duffield & Van
Cleave 493). Charismatics see this purpose functioning in several facets of spiritual
w’arfare. particularly in the Christian's life. Since Christians are seen as being a part
of the Kingdom of God. demons' acts target Christians more than non-Christians.
According to Charismatics. scriptures such as Ephesians 6 speak of spiritual warfare
as targeting Christians as not of the world. Demons' acts are not imfelt or unnoticed.
Charismatics belie\ e there are symptoms of demonic activity or oppression in people.
These s>'mptoms include, but are not limited to. "restlessness and insomnia,”
"personality changes." "addictive behavior.''"speech difficulties,” and "inner anguish'
(Phillips. Evers'one's Guide to Demons 100-102). Demons, by creating torment in
Christians, are hindering the work of God. Charismatics see these actions as
"inducing departure from the Faith"(Duffield & Van Cleave 493). By enticing
Christians to forsake God. Charismatics see demons' working in their purpose.
Spiritual w'arfare is collision of opposing purposes and angels and demons display
exactly how different these purposes are.
Establishing what angels and demons are and their respective purposes helps
to show how they interact with humans according to a Charismatic perspective. Since
angels work for God. their interactions with humans are beneficial. Charismatics
would also see angelic work as holy since angels made the “moral decision to serve
as God's messengers in a freedom of total commitment (Williams 173). This
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decision confinns iheir ''holiness** and consequently angels are '‘always on the side of
righteousness and Justice among people**(Williams 173). How angels interact with
Christians and non-Christians is ditTerent. and this difference is primarily due to the
lack or presence of the Holy Spirit. For Charismatics, the Holy Spirit is the primar>'
source of power and strength for the Christian in spiritual w^arfare, and this will be
discussed in the next chapter. In correspondence with the Holy Spirit “angels

can

help the beliex er's outward, physical needs, w'hile the Holy Spirit aids inw'ard
spiritual needs** (liorton 193). I think that Charismatics view angels’ activities as
encouraging Christians since their w’ork is directly tied to God. Since Christians are
considered a part of the Kingdom of God, angels will be more involved in Christians
lives than non-Christians.
There are several examples of what angels will do for Christians according to
Charismatics. First. Christians are “the beneficiaries of divine favor and enjoy
protection by the angels** (Phillips. Our Invisible Allies 88). Second, angels can
deliverer Christians from their enemies (Duffleld & Van Cleave 483). Third, angels
will escort Christians to heaven after death (Horton 193). Fourth, angels offer
“encouragement in times of extreme trial”(Duffield & Van Cleave 48j). And lastly,
angels can grant “wisdom and guidance”(Duffield & Van Cleave 484). For
Charismatics. the activities of angels are not limited to this list, since angels first and
foremost "operate...on divine protocol”(Phillips, Our Invisible Allies 92). How
angels interact with non-Christians is in regards to salvation. Charismatics view
“angels as rejoicing over salvation.'* however there is nothing to indicate that angels
play a major role in bringing non-Christians into salvation (Duffield & Van Cleave
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485). SaK alion is the Holy Spirit's work since he “seals [a person] and indwells [that
person] u hen he has regenerated [that person]"(Duffield & Van Cleave 485).
Charismatics do not \ iew angels as part of this process. In all, angels directly interact
with Christians since the\ are members of the Kingdom of God. Charismatics believe
that angels can assist Christians openly in the midst of spiritual warfare, which
corresponds with God's work in the individual Christian's life.
Unlike angels, demons' interactions with humans, especially Christians is
meant to harm. Charismatics \ iew this harm as not limited to a physical dimension,
but can also be emotional and spiritual. This idea indicated in scriptures such as John
10:10 where Satan is depicted as a thief “only to steal and to kill and to destroy."
Demons, as pre\ ioush- stated in this chapter, are tied to Satan’s goals in spiritual
warfare. Therefore, their acti\ ities are perceived by Charismatics as harmful to
Christians and non-Christians alike. For Charismatics, however, the extent to which
demons can interact with Christians and non-Christians is different. One major
difference is in the case of demonic possession. Charismatics do not believe a
Christian can be possessed (Phillips. Fvervone'^ Guide to Demons 23). This is due to
the indwelling Holy Spirit, in which the Christian acts as a temple for God on earth
(Duffield & Van Cleave 503). Therefore, demonic possession is only possible for
non-believers since they do not have a sealing of the Holy Spirit, which will be
discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.
Despite the inability of Chi'istians of being possessed, demons can still afflict
Christians. Charismatics believe that Christians can still be “oppressed, harassed, and
dominated" by demonic attacks (Phillips. Fvervone s Gui^tp Demons 23). These
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methods are not limited to Cliristians. Demons attack all humanity to go against God,
thereby strengthening their Kingdom in spiritual warfare (Phillips, Everv^one's Guide
to Demons 38). For Charismatics. there are multiple strategies demons use to
accomplish their goal. First, demons can cause “various physical afflictions”
(Duffield & Van Clea\ e 494). .A second tool of demons is fear. Charismatics see
demons as sparking fears in the hearts of people as a way to insight worr}' and distrust.
Common fears demons exploit are the “fear of death.” the “fear of life,” the “fear of
man.“ the “fear of the future." and the "fear of insignificance”(Phillips, Even^one's
Guide to Demons 108-111). Third, demons exploit an “individual toward evil”
(Arnold. Pow'crs of Darkness 188). By working with an individual’s personal
struggles of lust, anger, greed, or other vice, demons are able to ‘'work their evil
influence of temptation"(.\mold. Powers of Darkness 189). Charismatics see demons
as persuading people to entrench themselves in displeasing behavior to God,thereby
making it less likely for people to turn toward God (Arnold, Powers of Darkness 1881 89). In all. Charismatics see demons as actively working against God’s redemptive
plan, using both spiritual and physical means to destroy people. In extreme cases of
demonic possession and the everyday struggles of personal vices, Charismatics
believe demons work to draw people aw-ay from God. In sum, angels and demons
work on opposite ends of the spectrum to draw people away or closer to God,thereby
instigating spiritual warfare.
This chapter has explored exactly what angels and demons are. what their
goals are. and how they interact w ith humanity. Defining what angels and demons are
is essential for Charismatics to discuss and explain how they interact with the world
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in regards lo spiritual w arfare. Both angels and demons work for different Kingdoms
in spiritual warfare, and consequently their impact on humanity differs as well. For
Charismatics. angels and demons are not isolated to the extreme examples of
possession and ph\ sical appearances, rather they are most active in the eveiy^day
struggles of temptation and encouragement. Their interactions with humanity and
each other carr> cosmic significance which is vital in spiritual warfare.
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CHAPTER 2 - ANGELS

DEMONS

SECTION 2
MIMSTERIAL PERSPECTIVE
The topic of angels and demons is an important one to discuss from a
ministerial perspecti\ e. With life experience the Charismatic ministers can draw upon,
a fuller picture of these topics can be painted. This section will examine how the
ministers \'iew demons in comparison to the textual sources. The three points of
similarity that will be examined in the section are that demons are fallen angels,
demonic oppression, and that demons have the ability to affect people's lives.
The textual sources promote the idea that demons are fallen angels. This was
made evident by the reference to scriptures that stated demons are ‘‘angels who did
not keep their own position but deserted their proper dwelling (Jude 6). The
Charismatic ministers did not differ from the belief that demons are fallen angels. For
example. Rev. Jenkins states that a demon “is nothing more than a fallen angel”
(Jenkins). He also referenced the same scripture as the textual sources (Isaiah 14:1214) for the origin of demons and the fall of Satan. The other ministers. Rev. Hall and
Rev. Winters, also adhered to the same understanding of demons origins. From both
the ministers and textual sources, it is clear that Charismatics view demons not
created e\'il beings, but rather beings that chose to turn away from God.
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As opposed lo possession, demonic oppression is seen to be the way demons
harass Christians. The textual sources state that Charismatics do not believe a
Christian can be possessed (Phillips. E\'er\one’s Guide to Demons 231. Therefore,
demonic possession is only possible for non-believers since they do not have a
sealing of the Hoh Spirit. From a Charismatic perspective though, Christians can still
be “oppressed, harassed, and dominated*' by demonic attacks (Phillips, Everyone's
Guide to Demons 23). This \ iew is upheld by all the Charismatic ministers. For
example Pastor Hall specifically stated that “Christians cannot be possessed,” which
clearly aligns with the textual theology (Hall). ^^Tlile he believes that Christians can
still be “oppressed.” if a Christian has strayed far enough from God and into evil,
demons can have “a right to tomient that person”(Hall). This notion aligns with the
idea that demons can dominate a Christian, but the textual sources are clear that this
“domination” is not a full possession since the Holy Spirit is still present in Christians.
In their inters iew's. the Charismatic ministers were quite clear that demons could not
fully possess or control Christians, but they could still oppress and harass.
The textual sources believe that demons are able to affect the lives of people.
According to the textual sources, demons can cause physical afflictions (Dufifield &
Van Cleave 494). tempt (Arnold, Powers of Darkness 188), and incite fear (Phillips,
Everyone's Guide to Demons 108-111). Each minister agreed with this list but added
different elements which aligned with the nature of demons. For example. Pastor Hall
states that demons primarily attack people “with lies” to “create a diversion in
people's minds from the truth” (Hall). Rev. Winters agrees that demons utilize lies,
but he also beliex'es that demons can cause di\'ision. He thinks that demons can cause
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people to light o\ cr many topics such as "race, gender, abortion, and same sex
marriage- (Winters). Such a tactic of division still aligns with the textual sources^
representation of the elfects of demonic attacks. In all, the Charismatic ministers see
demons as ha\ ing the ability- to affect the lives of people, w'hich agrees with the
textual sources.
This section has shown that tlie Charismatic ministers uphold the traditional
theology presented in the textual sources on demons. Though this section specifically
looked at the similarities in reuards to demons, the similarities extend to angels as
well. These similarities include the role angels play in aiding Christians and their role
m the Kingdom of God. Each point of similarity displayed how the ministers added to
the textual sources and 1 belie\'e this is due to ministerial experience. The Charismatic
perspective on angels and demons is fuller due to such experiences.
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CHAPTER 3 - THE HOLY SPIRIT
SECTION 1
TEXTUAL PERSPECTIVE
For Charismaiics. the Holy Spirit is an essential component of Christianity. As
part of the Triune existence of God. Charismatics believe that the Holy Spirit delivers
the energy of God to Christians and therefore is vital for life (Williams 138). Since
the Holy Spirit is part of the Trinity, the Spirit is part of the Kingdom of Heaven and
has the goal of the redemption of humanity. In Christianity, redemption refers to the
“saving work of.lesus in deli\'ering humanity from sin and evif^(Hastings et al. 598).
Since this is the general definition most frequently used throughout Christianity,
Charismatics adopt this definition as well. Being in the Kingdom of Heaven,the Holy
Spirit works to achieve this goal of redemption. As discussed in previous chapters,
redemption, also known as sah'ation. is the crucial issue in spiritual warfare. To
understand the Holy Spirit's role in spiritual warfare one must first define the Holy
Spirit and its actions. This section will explore what the Holy Spirit is, how
Charismatics \ iew its functions, and examine the notion of Spirit baptism.
The Holy Spirit, as mentioned earlier, is part of the Trinity, but a further
explanation of what the Hoh’ Spirit is is required for a fuller understanding to be
gained. For Charismatics. the Holy Spirit is a source of great power. They stress the
two parts of the title "hoh" and "spirit"(Williams 137-138). The holy portion ofthe
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name indicates that the I loly Spirit stresses the sacredness ofthe Spirit(Williams
i 38). The spirit part of the name indicates that the Holy Spirit is incorporeal,
“immaterial rcalit>.“ "mo\ es in freedom," and “vital force''(Williams 138). By
breaking down the components of the Holy Spirit's name. Charismatics can better
understand what the Hol> Spirit is..\nother important aspect that helps define the
Holy Spirit is personhood. The Holy Spirit IS
i a person and “personal pronouns are in
relation to Him"(Dulfleld & Van Cleave 110). Therefore Charismatics speak ofthe
Holy Spirit in masculine pronouns, despite being seen as incorporeal. For example,
when Charismatics sa> the Holy Spirit is working by healing someone, they would
say “it is b\ his power ,Iohn was healed." Since the Holy Spirit is a person in the
Trinity, he exhibits all the di\ine perfections of God. These perfections are
omnipresence, omnipotence, and omniscience (Williams 149). In all the Holy Spirit is
a person of the Triune existence of God. and Charismatics see the Holy Spirit as God
and therefore possess all the attributes of God. including holiness.
The work of the Holy Spirit is seen as vital to Charismatics. They believe in
“the continuity of the Holy Spirit's w'ork throughout the histoiy^ of God’s people”
(Horton 387). In other w^ords. the Holy Spirit has been at work prior to the Pentecost,
at the Pentecost, and after the Pentecost. Pentecost here refers to the passage in Acts
where the disciples “were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in
different languages"(2:3). Charismatics see the Holy Spirit at work in many facets of
the lives of Christians as well as non-Christians. The major difference between the
work in Christians' and non-Cliristians' lives is salvation. Since salvation is “wrought
through the Hol\ Spirit." Charismatics belie\e that those who are not Christians do
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not interact \\ ith the I loly Spirit in the same way Christians do (Duffield & Van
Cleave 280). Non-Christians experience the Holy Spirit through conviction “of sin,
righteousness, and judgment"(273). Despite the Holy Spirit's work of conviction for
the world at large. Charismatics believe the Holy Spirit's work is best seen in
Christians. .A.gain. this is attributed to Christians experiencing salvation which the
Holy Spirit is dirccth in\ olved in.
For Charismatics. there are several ways in which the Holy Spirit works in the
lives of believers. First, the Holy Spirit works in salvation. The Holy Spirit seals the
Christian as "an indicator of ownership"(Duffield & Van Cleave 282). Once a person
“is saved. God places his seal of ownership - the indwelling Holy Spirit"(Duffield &
Van Clea\ e 282). Charismatics do not ^●iew' this concept of sealing equating
ownership as negati\ e. In fact. Charismatics view it in a highly positive light because
this sealing at salvation is “an earnest pledge that [Christians] are [God sj’ (Duffield
& Van Cleave 282). In other words, the Holy Spirit at salvation is a source of hope. A
second way the Holy Spirit w'orks is “to guide his disciples into all truth’ (Williams
237). Charismatics hold that this truth is “the truth that is found in Jesus Christ, and
the Holy Spirit guides within that truth (Williams 237). The Holy Spirit guides in this
truth to “already Spirit-possessed people" so that they can have an interpretation of
what they have received’* (241). The Holy Spirit clears up “the untidy, incomplete,
erroneous beliefs concerning God - His work. His purposes, His Word, and the world,
which [people] bring into [their] relationships with God ’ (Horton .^89). A third way
the Holy Spirit works in the lives of Christians is in the process of sanctification.
Sanctification for Charismatics is a life long process. The Holy Spirit enables the
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Christian "to mortit> the Hcsh" and be transformed “into the image of ChrisC
(Duffield & \'an Clca\ e 283). Mortif\ ing the flesh for Charismatics translates to
“make dead the deeds ot'the tlesh" and “choosing to walk under the guidance and
power of the indwelling Holy Spirit"(Duffield & Van Cleave 283). Charismatics
belic\ e that Jesus “came to sa\ e [humanity] from more than hell in the afterlife; He
came to sa\ e [people] from hell on earth in this life, the one [created by sin]”(Horton
390). The Holy Spirit is an integral part of that process of transformation in dealing
with both 1 lell in the spiritual realm and on earth. In other words, Christians are
empowered b>' the Holy Spirit to turn away from what displeases God,sin, and follow
God's desires as understood within Christianity. Lastly, another way the Holy Spirit
works is pro\'iding “pow er for ministry"(Williams 243). This power is the “power
that flow'ed from the Father through the Son" and is not power in some general sense
(Vvhlliams 244). Charismatics believe this power for ministry must be a “concern of
the church" since “without such power there can be no fully effective ministry”
(Williams 244). In other w'ords. Charismatics believe the Holy Spirit must be at work
within ministr>’ in order for it to be fruitful. Being effective in ministry, especially in
regards to the “preaching of the gospel" is important (Duffield & Van Cleave 287).
To summarize, the work of the Holy Spirit is crucial within the lives of Christians as
a source of power, comfort, and hope.
Spirit baptism is an important topic to address when talking about
Charismatics' \’iew of the Holy Spirit. Therefore, defining Spirit baptism is important
for Charismatics. For Dr. Stanley M. Horton, professor Emeritus of Bible and
Theology at the Assemblies of God Theological Seminary, simply stated. Spirit
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baptism is ●‘the coming of God's Spirit into the believer s life in a ver} focused way
(Perspeci ives on Spirit 47). What Charismatics are careful to articulate is that Spint
Baptism is -distinct trom and subsequent to the experience of the new birth (Horton
428). In other w ords. Spirit baptism takes place after a person has become a Christian,
thereby coming into the Kingdom of God. Spirit baptism therefore does not equate
with sahation redemption. In light of this. Spirit baptism means ‘lo be totally
enveloped in and saturated w ith the dynamic Spirit of the living God" (Horton 427).
As stated earlier in this section. Charismatics view the Holy Spirit as a source of
power for Christians. Therelbre. Spirit baptism also plays into this work of the Holy
Spirit. Dr. Frank D. Macchia. professor of theology at Vanguard University and
former president of the Society of Pentecostal Studies, states that Spirit baptism “not
only assumes a di\ ine promise of new life through faith in Christ with sacramental
signs following, it is a promise of powder for wimess with charismatic signs following’'
(75). What “charismatic signs" reference is related to the definition of charismata.
Charismata literally means “a gift of grace" (Cross & Livingstone 324). Charismata
can more specifically refer to “the su pematural graces which individual Christians
need to perform the specific tasks incumbent on them in promoting the spiritual
advancement of their fellow's" (Cross & Livingstone 324). I believe that Charismatics
utilize the latter notion of charismata when speaking of “charismatic signs.” In the
context of Spirit baptism, charismatic gifts become part of the Christian’s life with the
total and complete filling of the Holy Spirit. Dr. Hart, professor of Theology at Oral
Roberts Universit>. stales that Spirit baptism in the New Testament refers to “Jesus'
eschatological redemptive work. Christian initiation, the Christian life, and
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empowcrmcni for Christian mission and minislr\“ (Perspectives on Spirit 108). The
importance of Spirit baptism in spiritual warfare is tied to its nature. Since Spirit
baptism is subsequent to sah ation and provides power for ser\’ice/ministr>-,
Charismatics \ icw Spirit baptism as fulfilling the need for the supernatural power to
make ministr\- possible (Duffield & Van Cleave 314). Through effective ministr}^,
Christians arc able to fight in spiritual warfare by spreading the Gospel.^ Therefore,
Spirit baptism is crucial for etTecti\ely sharing die essential content of Christianity,
thereby gaining \ ictor> according to the Charismatic's perspective. Charismatics
believe that there "is no substitute for the power of the Holy Spirit,” and Christians
must have the HoK Spirit's "power to be successful” in all things, including ministiy^
(Duffield & Van Clca\’e 314). In other words. Charismatics view Spirit baptism as an
empowering e\ ent in a Christian's life that enables him or her to overcome the forces
of Hell. Arguabh’. without the filling of the Holy Spirit, Charismatics believe no
person can e.xpect to withstand in the midst of spiritual warfare.
As this section has shown, the Holy Spirit is a vital part of a Christian’s life
according to the Charismatic perspective. The Holy Spirit, as a divine person ofthe
Trinity, works in Christians lives by empowering them for ministry. This special
equipping of the Holy Spirit's power is called Spirit baptism by Charismatics.
Charismatics believe that without such empowerment, a Christian is helpless and
ineffective in ministry’ and spiritual warfare. In other words, Charismatics believe that
the Holy Spirit is the enabling force behind Christians in their struggles with the
forces of Hell.

^ Bn Gospel. I am referring to the Chri.stian term meaning "the glad tidings of redemption"(Cross and
Livinustone 697).
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Cl I AFTER 3 - THE HOLY SPIRIT
SECTION 2
MIMSTERIAL PERSPECTIVE
As e\ idcnccd in the previous section. Charismatics hold the Holy Spirit in
high regard as a source of pow er for Christians in spiritual warfare. The inter\iews I
conducted with the Charismatic ministers also reflect this sense of powder and vitality.
This section w ill examine three similar theological points between the textual sources
and the Charismatic ministers on the Holy Spirit in spiritual warfare. These points are
the Holy Spirit's power, the exclusi\it>- of that power for Christians, and Spirit
baptism.
The Charismatic ministers all held to the belief that the Holy Spirit is a source
of power for Christians in spiritual w arfare. This aligns with the material presented in
the textual sources. Eor example in the textual sources, one way that the Holy Spirit
works is pro\ iding “power for ministry"(Williams 243). Pastor Hall argues that the
Holy Spirit being “consistently present" is able to aid “the work of God"(Hall). Each
minister addressed the necessity of the Holy Spirit for effective ministry. This point
of similarity bled into the topic of spiritual gifts, which will be discussed in the next
chapter. Another way the pow’er of the Holy Spirit works, as presented by the textual
material, is through sanctification. Through sanctification. Charismatics believe
Christians are empowered by the Hoh’ Spirit to turn away from what displeases God,
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sin. and follow God's desires as understood v\ithin Christianity. The Charismatic
ministers all agreed that sanctification is a powerful way the Holy Spirit aids
Christians in spiritual w arfare. Rev. Winters explains that the Holy Spirit "sealed
[Christians]" and throughout Christians' lives, the Holy Spirit "directs"(Winters). He
believes that b> directing Christians towards the things of God in the process of
sanctification, the 1 loly Spirit "provides what [Christians] need to overcome [spiritual
warfare] and defeat it" (Winters). .\11 the ministers adhered to the textual sources’
understanding of the power of the Holy Spirit.
.A.nother similarit\ between the Charismatic ministers and the textual sources
is the exclusi\ ity of the Holy Spirit for Christians. The textual sources state that since
salvation is "w rought through the Holy Spirit," Charismatics believe that those who
are not Christians do not interact with the Holy Spirit in the same way Christians do
(Duffield & Van Clea\'c 280). This is because the text portrays the Holy Spirit as only
entering a person at sah ation. In effect, the Holy Spirit places a seal on the Christian
as an indicator of ownership (Duffield &, Van Cleave 282). The ministers adhere to
this exclusi\’ity of the Holy Spirit. Rev..lenkins explained that since the Holy Spirit
“indwells believers, he can protect [Christians] from the spiritual bullets of spiritual
warfare" (.lenkins). In other w'ords. Rev..lenkins believed that since the Holy Spirit is
seen as indwelling Christians, the Holy Spirit acts as a shield in spiritual warfare. Rev.
Jenkins highlighted this indwelling nature of the Holy Spirit as the prerequisite to
receive his^ protection. No minister believed that the Holy Spirit s power was
available to non-Christians apart from salvation.

I am using the male pronoun because Rev. .lenkins adheres to the belief within the doctrine of the
IrinitN that the Hoi> Spirit is a person.
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Spirit baptism for Charismatics is an important belief which highlights the
Holy Spirit's work in the lives of Christians. As presented with the textual material,
Spirit baptism deals \s ith a moment “distinct from and subsequent to the experience
of the new birth" (1 lorton 428). Simply stated though. Spirit baptism is ‘ihe coming
of God's Spirit into the belie\ er's life in a veiy' focused w^ay”(Perspectives on Spirit
47). The Charismatic ministers all believe in the textual sources' presentation of
Spirit baptism. For example. Pastor Hall states that the “abiding of the Holy Spirit is a
secondary act from sahation"(Hall). He explains that “the filling ofthe Holy Spirit is
that moment when the di\ ine infuses itself into all that 1 am"(Hall). Each minister
pointed to the multiple instances in the Book of Acts that spoke of being baptized in
the Spirit such as .Acts 2. 4. 8. and 12. In these instances in scripture of baptism, the
ministers point to the growih of the Church as linked with the Holy Spirit's activity.
This aligns w ith the textual sources stating that Charismatics view Spirit baptism as
fulfilling the need for the supernatural power to make ministry possible (Duffield &
Van Cleave 314). In all. the conception of Spirit baptism is the same both from the
textual material and the Charismatic ministers.
This section has shown the similarities between the Charismatic ministers and
the textual sources. The ministers upheld the Holy Spirit s importance and vitality for
Christians in spiritual warfare. During the inter\dew's, the ministers were all adamant
about the Holy Spirit's importance for Christians. I believe their experiences in
ministry have shaped their perspectives and have strengthened the traditional
theology in their minds.
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CHAPTER 4 - SPIRITUAL GIFTS
SECTION I
TEATl AL PERSPECTIVE
Spiritual gilts, for CliLirismatics. cannot be discussed without first
understanding the role of the Holy Spirit in Christians lives, as examined in the prior
chapter. The term "spiritual gifts'* likely stems from the understanding of charismata
within ChristianitN’. As stated in the pre\ ious chapter, charismata literally means “a
gift of grace" and in an applied sense refers to “the supernatural graces which
individual Christians need" for specific tasks (Cross and Livingstone 324). As the
definition of charismata implies. Charismatics view spiritual gifts as having a divine
origin. How this unfolds in Christians' lives is important to Charismatics. To
understand spiritual gifts from a Charismatic perspective, this section will examine
what the gifts are. how they are most effective, and examine the particular gift of
tongues.
ft^efininu v\ hat exacth constitutes spiritual gifts is important to understanding
how they work within a Charismatic framework. Charismatics believe that spiritual
gifts “are distributions of the Holy Spirit.’* and therefore are only available to
Christians (V^4Hiams 323)-

Charismatic community therefore is not solely focused

on the Holy Spirit but is "Christ-centered” since the Holy Spirit's presence is
contingent on declaring ".lesus is Lord”(Williams 328). Since the term spiritual gifts
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is plural, there are multiple ways in which these distributions of the Holy Spirit are
manifest. Charismaties look to key passages in Paul's letters in the New Testament to
enumerate the spiritual gifts. The main spiritual gifts passage, for Charismaties, is
found in 1 Corinthians 12 (DulTield & Van Cleave 331). This list includes “wisdom,"
“knowledge." “faith." "healing." "miracles." "prophecy,""distinguishing between
spirits." "different kinds of languages." "interpretation of languages,” “apostleship,”
"teaching." "helping." and "management"(1 Cor. 12:8-10;28-30). Dr. Kenneth
Berding. associate professor of New Testament at Talbot School of Theology at Biola
UniversitN-. points out that there are other lists in Paul's letters. These letters include
Romans and Ephesians (Berding 15). The list in Ephesians includes the gifts of
apostleship and prophec>. but Paul also adds evangelism and the pastoral role (Eph.
4:11). In Romans. Paul adds "service." "exhorting.

giving. “leading,” and “mercy”

(Rom. 12:6-8). Despite the number of specific gifts Paul lists, “no list is meant to be
exhaustive"(Horton 463). Charismaties also see the possibility of gifts overlapping,
in that the "gift of trix imi may manifest itself in showing mercy, helps, exhorting, or
even martyrdom"(Horton 463). From this example, it is evident that Charismaties do
not see the gifts in
i fixed, riuid terms. This is attributed to the fact that spiritual gifts.
according to the Charismatic understanding, are “d}mamic manifestations” ofthe
Holy Spirit (Williams 331 )● Clearly since the gifts are from the Holy Spirit, there is a
divine element at w ork as u'ell as a human one because “the gifts are expressed
through hum an beings" (Williams .●332). No person is the same, and arguably this is
the

teason for the diversity of gifts and how those gifts operate within the Charismatic

worldvi'lew.
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How these gilts work w ithin the context of spiritual warfare is important not
only to Christians but to non-Christians as well. Charismatics believe that the very
purpose of the gifts is tor ministiy. and active participation in ministry results in
greater numbers of people becoming Christians (Williams 335). The spiritual gifts are
the "means w hercb>'[God] carries forward His ministiyC and this ministry can be ‘io
one person" or "to se\ eral"(W illiams 335). By promoting salvation in gift energized
minisir\\ Charismaties belie\ e that more people are free from the Kingdom of Hell.
Therefore, spiritual gifrs in the context of ministiy^ are important tools to defeat the
opponents in spiritual warfare.
How the gifts are most effecti\ e though is through the Church. The term
‘‘Church" used here refers to "the whole Christian community"meaning that “the
Church is a visible bod> and in the Di\ ine intention one throughout the world”
(Livingstone & Cross 347). It is within the Church that another one ofthe main
purposes of the gifts is seen. Charismatics believe that another purpose is “the
edification of the Church"(Duffield & Van Cleave 333). The gifts are used for the
spiritual profit of all the Church. Therefore. Charismatics do not see one gift as
superior to another since all gifts are used for “the common good”(Williams 335).
Charismatics believe that "when the Holy Spirit manifests Himself in a gift to an
individual ^

^^ot for the sake of the individual but for the good or profit of the

whole body- (Williams

5). This metaphor of the Church as a body is seen

throughout the New' Testament, primarily in Paul's letters. In the Charismatic
Perspecii^g by comparing
Church

should operate

the Church to a human body, a true sense of how the

in tenris of spiritual gifts as a whole can be seen. The body
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metaphor emphasizes both ihc unity and diversity within the Church and spiritual
gifts. Scripture states that "as the body is one and has many parts, and all the parts of
that bod>\ though main. are one body—so also is Christ. For we were all baptized by
one Spirit into one body - w hether Jews or Greeks, whether slaves or free—and we
were all made to drink of one Spirit. So the body is not one part but many"(1 Cor.
12:12-14). I lere it is e\ ident that the body metaphor is used to express the need for
unity in the Church. Charismatics take from this metaphor that even though the gifts
of the Holy Spirit may be different, corporately tliey are used to unite and edify the
Church (Dufficld & \'an Cleave 333). Recognizing the difference in individual
Christians, the Church is better able to utilize each person's gift for the betterment of
the whole communit>. Scripture states the necessity of this type of attitude.
Charismatics look to 1 Corinthians 12. which states that “God has placed each one of
the parts in one bod> just as He wanted" to support the necessity of all the gifts ofthe
Spirit (12:18). B\ edilying the corporate body of Christians, spiritual gifts can
strengthen the Church against attacks in spiritual w-arfare.
One of the main gifts associated with Charismatics is the gift oftongues.
Defining wdiat this gift is and what it symbolizes for Charismatics is important in
understanding what it truh' means. Charismatics look to the list of spiritual gifts in
Paul's letters, as discussed earlier in this section, for evidence that the gift oftongues
is a valid gift. According to Charismatics. tongues refers to “human languages” and
“tongues of angels"(Duffield & Van Cleave 341). Throughout the New Testament,
"speaking in longues in all cases was spiritual utterance” and it was not “the normal
speech of every da> language; it was transcendent speech"(Williams 214). As
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referenced earlier, spirit baptism is important for Charismatics, and the gift oftongues
plays an important role. Charismatics interpret from scripture that tongues‘Vas clear
evidence that the Holy Spirit had been given...speaking in tongues was

e\idence“

in the earl> C'hurch (\\ illiams 211). .\t Pentecost, Charismatics believe that the
e\ idence of spirit baptism w as “that of speaking uith other tongues by the prompting
of the Mol\ Spirit" (Dultield & \'an Cleave 324). Charismatics look to scriptures
throughout .\cts to support this theological context such as Acts 2:4,10:44-46, and
19:6 (Duffield & \’an Clea\ e 324). Despite its theological roots amongst
Charismatics. Dr. Macchia. professor of Christian theology at Vanguard University,
indicates that not all Charismatics share this strict theological stance on tongues being
e\’idcnce for Spirit baptism. Macchia states that not all “globally hold to the doctrine
of speaking in tongues as the initial e\ idence of spirit baptism, however,though the
experience of glossolalia is arguably still fairly widespread'’(35). The term
“glossolalia" means "speaking in tongues, a form of ecstatic speech’*(Cross &
Livingstone 686). Macchia's observation is important because while the doctrine
might not be identical, the actual experience of tongues is widely experienced and is
distinctive of Charismatics.
In all. spiritual gifts are important for Charismatics as outgrowths ofthe Holy
Spirit. In the midst of spiritual warfare, this section has shown that spiritual gifts are
used to edify the Church, thereby strengthening the Church against the tactics of its
opponents. This section has shown that each gift is valid for Christian ministry since
the source of power is di\ ine. Therefore no one gift is superior to another in regards
for ministry, mission, or purpose. While Charismatics believe that tongues is an
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imponant gift, in ihai it is the initial evidence for Spirit baptism, this does not make it
superior. .-Ml the gifts are able to keep the corporate body of believers, the Church,
empowered for elTeeti\ e minisir>. This section has shoNMi that, according to
Charismaties. Spirit dri\en ministr> is etTective at fighting against the forces of Hell
by strengthening the Kingdom of God.
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Cl lAP PER 4 - SPIRITUAL GIFTS
SECTION 2
MIMSTERIAL PERSPECTIVE
The importance of spiritual gifts for the Charismatic ministers is without
doubt. From the inter\ ic\vs, I have gathered that the spiritual giftsMmportance is due
to their link to the 1 lolv Spirit. This section will explore three points of similarity
between the ministers and the textual sources. These points of similarity are the
diversity of gifts, their role in the Church, and their unity.
Each of the Charismatic ministers believed in a multitude of spiritual gifts.
The textual sources point to passages in scripture such as Eph. 4, Rom. 12, and 1 Cor.
12. Despite the number of specific gifts listed in scripture considered authoritative for
Charismatics. “no list is meant to be exhaustive"(Horton 463). The textual material
also explained that Charismatics see the possibility of gifts overlapping, in that the
“gift of givi’tig ma\' mamilest itself in showing mercy, helps, exhorting, or even
martyrdom"(|lonon 46") ^

ministers also believe in the multitude of spiritual

gifts. In his imterview. Rev- Winters stated that the gifts “outlined in scripture” are
“outgrowths of th

HoiV Spirit"(Winters). Since these gifts are from the Holy Spirit,

Rev. Wi
that the gifts were “set and non-changing” simply
‘titers did not believe
because "indi\dduals and circumstances are not set and non-changing”(Winters).
Pastor Hal,

^t-gued for the multitude of gifts due to nature of Paul's letters in scripture.
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He first explained that 1 Corinthians “is a lener in response to a letter Paul received
from the church in Corinth" 11 lall). In light of the list of spiritual gifts being a
response to questimis from a panicular communm.“there could be more
manifestations" than specifically outlined (Hall). He also notes how the gifts change
in each letter in scripture because they were written to different churches, and Pastor
Hall beliex cs that it is e\ idenee that no one list is exhaustive (Hall). Clearly the
ministers adhere to the textual sources in regards to the multitude of spiritual gifts.
Both the textual sources and the ministers understand spiritual gifts’ purpose
as tied to the Church. The textual sources state that “when the Holy Spirit manifests
Himself in a gift to an indi\idual. it is not for the sake of the individual but for the
good or profit of the whole body"(W illiams 335). In other words, spiritual gifts are
meant for "the edification of the Church"(Duffield & Van Cleave 333). In each
inter\’iew. the ministers adhere to this presentation of the spiritual gifts. Pastor Hall
states that in spiritual w arfare “spiritual gifts are needed because they help strengthen
and equip [the Church] to carr\ out God's purposes”(Hall). In his interview, Rev.
Jenkins explained that “the spiritual gifts are not something invisible” because “God
has called [Christians] to make a difference in the world” and “without the spiritual
gifts [Christians] cannot be successful" in enacting that change (Jenkins). Overall,the
ministers \'iewed spiritual gifts as \'ital to the ministry ofthe Church, which aligns
wdth the textual sources.
The Charismatic minsters believe that tied to the purpose of edification of the
Church, is the unit> of the spiritual gifts. Each of the ministers believed that no one
spiritual gi ft w as superior to another one. This adheres to the textual material. For
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example, ihc textual sources point to the body of Christ metaphor found in 1
Corinthians 1 2. C'harismaiies take from this metaphor that even though the gifts ofthe
Holy Spirit ma> be different, corporately they are used to unite and edify the Church
(Dufficld & \’an C'lea\c 3.".''^. the ministers affirm this idea of unity. For example,
Rev. Winters likened the idea of gift .superiority to "schizophrenia" t\ithin the Church
(Winters). Building cdT the bod\ of Christ metaphor. Rev. Winters stated that
“arguing o\ er \n ho has the best gift” will “divide the body and cause gifts to be
misused"(Vv inters). Pa.stor Hall belie\ ed that all gifts are useful. He argued that the
idea of superiorit\ is unfounded because one gift might be best in one circumstance
while another is not H lall). The unity of the spiritual gifts is important both for the
textual sources as u ell as the Charismatic ministers. The notion of superiority or
hierarchy of spiritual gifts is not held by the ministers or the textual material.
Overall, the Charismatic ministers do not differ from the textual sources’
presentation of spiritual gifts. The importance of the unity of spiritual gifts for the
ministers is based on the body of Christ metaphor. This metaphor also plays a role in
the theologN- of spiritual gifts for the textual sources as well. For both the textual
sources and the ministers, the \ ital role of spiritual gifts in the ministry ofthe Church
is due to their link w ith the Hoh Spirit. As the Holy

Spirit chapter showed,the Holy

Spirit is vital for C’harismatics. This section has proven that, as outgrowths ofthe
Holy Spirit, the ministers \’iew spiritual gifts as vital for effective ministry and
success in spiritual warfare.
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CONCLI’SION
This thesis has examined what spiritual warfare means for both Southern
Baptists and C'harismaiies. Tliroueh textual sources gathered from seminaries and
ministerial inter\ ie\\s. 1 ha\ e studied how each denomination understands spiritual
warfare. The minister inter\ iew s allowed me a unique glimpse into how their
theology pla>s out in the e\er>da\ life of these particular groups of Christians as well.
By identif\ing the main theological points of both denominations, similarities and
differences can be seen between them. Similarities and differences ofthese particular
denominations ha\ e implications for all Christian denominations. 1 will summarize
the three main similarities 1 found between Southern Baptists and Charismatics while
exploring their connections to theology, and what these similarities entail for the
Christian community as a vshole.
The first main similarity is belief in the existence of spiritual warfare. Both
Southern Baptists and Charismatics \ iew spiritual warfare as areal part of life,
particularly that of a Christian's life. Wliat 1 discovered in my research is that
individual experience pla\ s a role into how a person perceives the direct impact of
spiritual warfare in life. The minister interview’s proved this point. For example Dr
Gene Gillis* work in deli\ erance ministiy caused him to perceive spiritual warfare as
directly and frequentl> impacting life both spiritually and physically. Personal
experiences cause each minister to \ iew spiritual warfare as real, not as a metaphor or
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a symbol ofan internal spiritual sinigglc. Both denominations stress that spiritual
warfare has eternal implieations due to ihcir worldview of Heaven and Hell. This
belief in a supernatural realit> interacting with the natural world is also tied to the
theologs of miracles and di\ ine pro\ idence. Both miracles and di\ine pro\'idence are
central to C'hristian iheolog> . Dix ine providence can be defined as the way‘*God is
coniinuallx inxadxed with all created things in such a way that he keeps them existing
and maintains the properties with which he created them ... and directs them to fulfill
his purposes” (C irudem d 1 5 ). Miracles play into divine providence since they are
‘"extraordinary actions b> Ciod in the physical world” ^Hastingset al. 438). Miracles
and divine pro\ idence are so important that the primary theology of Christianity
focuses on the miracles of.lcsus. primarily of his resurrection. This thesis has
demonstrated that since Southern Baptists and Charismatics both believe in a
supernatural reality inieraciing with the natural world, they also believe spiritual
warfare has definite elTects on humanity.
The second main similarity is the role of the Holy Spirit in spiritual warfare.
3oth Southern Baptists and Charismatics recognize the work and power ofthe Holy
Spirit. As part of the frinitN . both denominations perceive the Holy Spirit as the
enabling force in Christians to prex ail in spiritual W'arfare. Although Southern
Baptists and Charismatics dii'fcr on when the full power ofthe Holy Spirit is present
in Christians^, this thesis has showm that both denominations agree that the Holy
Spirit is a major factor in the li\ es of Christians as they encounter spiritual warfare.
Both understand the \ \o\y Spirit as a “sealer” or indicator of salvation, thereby
Charismatics believe that the iuH power of the Holy Spirit is present at Spirit baptism (Hastings et al.
531: Cross & l.ivin^sionc P(>2). Southern Baptists believe the full power of the Holy Spirit is present
at the moment of conversum to the Christian faith (Cross & Livingstone 788; Hastings et al. 304-306).
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protecting Christians from the I'orccs ofllcll. In all. this thesis has revealed that these
denominations hold the l lol\ Spirit in high regard because they each perceive the
Holy Spirit as the ind\\elling power ot God.
The third main similarii> is the work of angels and demons. Both
denominaticms \ ie\s anl.Iei^
Is and demons as working within the spiritual and physical
realms. Southern Baptists and C'harismatics understand angels and demons as acting
on opposing sides in spiritual w arfare and interact with humanity accordingly. Since
both denominations belie\ e angels and demons exist and interact with Christians and
non-Christians alike, the theolog) of supernatural interaction, divine providence, is
being presented, i hough the doctrine ot divine providence specifically deals with
God's interactions, bcuh Southern Baptists tind Charismatics view'angels as acting for
c
the will of(}od. thcref.ore acting
within di\ ine providence. Like thepre\ious

:o\'spiritual warfare, this thesis has shown that both
similarity of the existence
denominations iare

u pholding

the doctrine of di\ ine providence, w'hich accounts for

the similar view of angels and demons,
^hhough 1 did not examine the topic of spiritual warfare among all Christian
denominations. I bclic\ c m> findings have ecumenical’implications. I began this
thesis by askino the question what w ould the similarities and differences be between
Southern Baptists and Charismatics. 1 predicted that my findings would indicate that
would stem from denominational issues, but that the core Christian

any

^ Ecumenical movement is -the movement within the Church towards the recovery ofthe unity of all
^jelievers in Christ, tra^nscending dilTerences of creed, ritual, and polity"(Cross & Livingstone 531).
For further reading on this movement see:
Cope, Brian K. ^
Kinnamon. cds. The hcumenical Movement: An Anthology ofKev Texts
aad Vot
pitzGerald. 1 henuas' I
2004

M

cm

World Council of Churches. 2002.

The h euntenical
■'
'

.^n lntroductor>:.Histon>. Westport, CT: Praeger
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theology would unite them. I belie\ e that this thesis has validated my hj^jothesis. I
believe m>- thesis fits within the context ofthe ecumenical movement in Christianity,
which seeks to highlight the underlying similarities among denominations to spur
conversation and cohesion. In regards to spiritual warfare, the similarities I found
between these two denominations far outw’eigh their differences. The reason for this
is their common theological structure. For example, while Southern Baptists do not
beliex'e in a second Spirit baptism as the Charismatics, both understand the power of
the Holy Spirit as part of the Trinity. The uniting force between these two
denominations is the main theological doctrine of the Trinity, which depicts the Holy
Spirit as God. just as the Father and Son are God. The Trinity is a umquely Christian
conception of God and this doctrine acts as a powerful force ofcommonality betwieen
these tw'o denominations.
This thesis has demonstrated that the core theology of Christianity is what
accounts for the similarities in these denominations. Ecumenically I argue that this
can also be the case for all denominations within Christianity. The theology of divitne
incarnation, the Trinity, and salvation are only a few examples of what is at the
uniting core of Christianity. I propose that the differences found in distinct
denominations, such as Spirit Baptism, do not detract from the powerful unificatiOn
force that is the core Christian theology. UTiy the slight differences between
denominations cause such gaps in communication cross-denominationally fs ^area
open for further study. 1 postulate that it is a form of group loyalty (an us-verses
-them
mentality). Further sociological study will be helpful in identifying the reasons fojthese gaps in denominational communication. Another area of research that this th
^sis

has opened is ilie prc\ alence of deliverance minislr\ *^ within the Southern Baptist
Con\ eniion. boili past and present. In summar>\ this thesis has demonstrated that the
similarities between Souihem Baptists and Charismatics on the topic of spiritual
warfare are due to their common \vorld\ iew and theology. \Miile differences were
present betw een these tw o denominations, other shared beliefs still unite them as
Christians.

10

Deliverance ministry can be understood
.. as an act of“liberation" for people “trapped in the bondage
and oppression of Satan's Kingdom"(Phillips.
of Darkngsg 78). Christians see this liberation
act. such as exorcism, as acting out the work of Jesus healing “many oftheir direct demonic affliction
(ibid). For further reading see: Amorth. Gabriele. An ExorcisjTells his.StprY. San Francisco, CA:
Ignatius P. 199b.
Euteneuer. Thomas .1.. and John A. Corapi. Fvnrdsm a"^ the Church Militant. Front Royal, VA:
Human Life International. 2010.
Horrohin. Peter.1. Healinu through Deliveranre- The Foundation and Practice of Deliveranrp
Grand Rapids. Ml: Chosen Books. 2008.
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appendix - INTERMEW QUESTIONS
I-

Defini ng Spiritual Warlarc
I) AccoTd^x^^^c^ vour denomination, what is a concise definition of spiritual
warfare'.'’
If > our personal belief differs, what is your der,nhiou of spmx^^-^-sfare^
Is the idea of spiritual warfare literal?
4) Is spiritual w arfare limited to the spiritual realm? In other \vords.
can spiritual
warfare be physically manifested?
5) Plow does spiritual warfare affect Christians and non-Christians? ,\re the
affects the same or different?
6) Anythin" \’ou would like to add?

IT

Angels and Demons
1) Are anuels and demons active in w-orld today?
2) Are the\- to be understood as only spiritual beings or can they also

present

themseh-es in the ph>'sical world?
3) How do they interact with believers and non-believers? If there i
ts a diffi
crence
in the interaction, why is that the case?
4) Vv'hat tools are at the angels' and demons' disposal
to be a help or hind

’'^ce

to Christianity? (ex. Demonic possession?)
-N

Are they to be considered to be primarily active outside the human

■●eal m Of

sight?
6)

Are they to be understood as primarilv active during biblical times
the modem-da\?
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and

Hot i>n

7) An\ihing you would like to add?

HI.

The Holy Spirit
1) Is the Holy Spirit a part of spiritual warfare in the Christian s life?
2) If so. what does it provide for the believer in terms of standing against
spiritual warfare? In other words, how does it protect the believer in the midst
of spiritual warfare?
3) Does the Hol>- Spirit act as a source of power for the believer? Is it
consistent!}- present?
4) What is its primaiy function for the believer?
5) An>thing you would like to add?

IV.

Spiritual Gifts
1) Are spiritual gifts outgrowths of the Holy Spirit?
2) How- are spiritual gifts useful for the individual in spiritual warfare?
3) How^ are spiritual gifts useful to the Christian community at large in

■■^gardsto

spiritual warfare?
4) Are certain gifts better at combating the opponents in spiritual warfare?
5) Are the gifts given to the believer set and non-changing?
6) Can the belie\'er know w^hen his or her gifts are in use during spiritual
warfare?
7) An^hing you would like to add?
V.

Additional Thoughts?
1) Any topics that were not

covered t hat you would like to discuss?
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2) Any source material worth mentioning?
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